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Abstract. This thesis shows the work undertaken for supporting user
interface migration of web applications. Interface migration occurs when
a user interacting with an application switches to a different device and
the application interface is transferred onto the new device. Migration
must be supported by a platform aware system able to perform interface
adaptation that keeps into account the different features of the devices
involved, in order to keep the interface usability. Beside adaptation,
continuity is the main matter. Once the interface migrates onto a new
device, the interaction can be continued without having to restart the ap-
plication from the beginning. Different types of migration can occur and
supporting them poses different level of difficulty. This thesis analyses
the various types of migration and describes the client-server architecture
implemented for supporting all of them. The thesis shows how the mi-
gration service evolved starting from a first core of basic functionalities
supporting the easiest situation to the most challenging one.
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Chapter 1 Introduction and Motivation
We are witnessing a proliferation of new mobile devices offering the possibility of
accessing the Internet through different modalities. Everyday life is becoming a
multi-platform environment where people are surrounded by devices through which
they can get connected in different ways. Many efforts are currently aimed at sup-
porting users to interact through multiple devices. Users like to move freely and
still be able to access their applications through the device at hand. For example,
the use of a desktop PC to perform on-line operations can be switched to a wireless
connected personal device, when the user needs to leave the office and the operations
on the way are not yet completed. This raise the need for new services support-
ing users in multi-platform environments, offering the possibility to keep interacting
with applications while moving around changing among devices.
1.1 What is a Migratory Interface
A migratory interface is a user interface that can be transferred from a device onto
another keeping its usability and allowing task continuity. In other words it is an
interface that easily allow users to change device while interacting with an applica-
tion without having to restart the application from the beginning. There are two
main issues concerning user interface migration. Firstly, the diversity in features
of the platforms involved in migration, like different screen size, interaction facili-
ties, processing power and energy supply, can make an application developed for a
desktop, unsuitable for a PDA or e vocal platform and vice versa. Thus, an applica-
tion cannot be transported as is from one device to another, and must be adapted
at runtime, taking into account the diversity of the devices involved [KR03]. The
second issue is about task continuity. To support effective interface migration, it
is necessary to allow users to continue their tasks from the same point where they
left off, and not having to restart the application on the new device. In particular,
focusing on web applications it means not having to enter again the same data and
going through the same long series of links to get to the page they were visiting on
the previous device [SCK03].
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1.2 Thesis Contribution
This thesis focus on support for interface migration of web applications. We pro-
pose a model based solution that allow users accessing the web to continue their
interaction on a new device. Migration is performed in respect of both interface
usability and task continuity. Static information are used to adapt the interface to
the different platforms, while runtime information describing the state of the appli-
cation is collected in order to maintain task continuity. Different types of migration
can occur and supporting them poses different level of difficulty. This thesis anal-
yses the various possibilities and shows how the migration service evolved starting
from a first basic core of functionalities supporting the easiest situation to the most
challenging one.
1.3 Thesis Outline
In Chapter 2 we present the main related work in the field of user interface migration
while in chapter 3 we introduce our novel approach based on logical descriptions, at
different level, of the user interface and classify the different types of migration that
can occurs. In chapter 4 we gives an overview of the logical descriptions and how
they are used in the generation of web user interfaces and in chapter 5 we draw the
basic service for total migration based on the analysis of such logical descriptions.
In chapter 6 we present the extension of the service in order to support partial
migration. The trans-modal migration is presented in chapter 7 while the automatic
migration, that is the server side initiated migration, is described in chapter 8. The
last version of the migration service extending the set of the application to which
migration can be applied is presented in chapter 9. Finally in chapter 10 we draws
conclusions and plan for possible future work.
Chapter 2 Related Work
2.1 Introduction to Related Work
Migration is a field undertaken by several research projects, which address it from
different points of view. The growing interest in migration in the ubiquitous com-
puting field aims to make an application follow a user from one device to another.
An interesting paper [BC95] provides an overview of the main matters concerning
application migration. They present a programming model and an implementation
of a tool for developing migratory applications, placing no restriction on the kind
of application that can be built. The approach is agent-based: agents carrying
pieces of code and the state of the migratory application are sent from a host to
another where a server allows the agent to rebuild the migrating application. This
approach can also be used to build migratory interfaces into the agent, including
interface code and state. Such an approach is not suitable for our goals, our intent
is to build a migration service supporting several kind of platforms, from powerful
stationary PCs to PDAs to cell phones. Most of them are mobile platforms, hav-
ing to cope with power consumption, low storage and elaboration capabilities. The
processing load involved with using agents that migrate to a platform hosting an
agent server, where the application is rebuilt at runtime, would be too heavy for
most of the platforms we have targeted in our migration service. An interesting
work supporting migration with both platform adaptation and state preservation is
Roam [CSW+04] that is still a Java component based system working only for Java
based user interfaces. Migrating the user interface involves many aspects like keep-
ing the status of the interaction and adapting the application to different platforms,
diverse research projects focus on a subset of the issues that must be considered
to fully support migration. For example Different techniques for redesigning Web
applications for small devices have been proposed in [CMZ03] and [MWD04], both
oriented to obtain a thumbnailed view of the original page. These approaches are
mainly based on the layout analysis of the page and the small screen pages accessed
through the thumbnails are built by extracting parts from the original page. Be-
sides the layout, we also consider redesigning the task support, and we change the
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associated implementing interaction objects in the newly generated page by select-
ing those best suited for presentation in the small device. Another technique used
for adapting web pages to small devices is summarisation of information contained
in the original desktop page [BoKGM+02]. Showing big amount of information on
small screen devices gather a lot of attention and even deciding how to organise
and show a table becomes a problem [WDD03] [ZWD05]. Aspects concerning task
continuity are shown for example in [SCK03] and [SCI+02]. The runtime state of
the migrating interface must be preserved on the target device, to allow the user
to continue the interaction from the exact point where it left. Task continuity is
one key factor in our migration service, what is new in our approach is that when
target and source platforms involved in migration are different, the runtime state
will not be sent to the target platform as it is, data are transformed and adapted to
the features of the target platform. Interacting with a web application through dif-
ferent screens simultaneously has been considered in [JPSF01]. This work does not
take into account adaptation to different kind of platform and show the same page
on the different screens, it sounds more like interface distribution than migration.
Other works focuses on the differences between vocal and graphic interaction and
proposes optimisation for vocal interfaces [PQCS03] [SCPQ03]. This is useful when
dealing with trans-modal interaction, thus changing from an interaction modality
to another.
Next in this chapter frameworks for user interface migration that take into con-
sideration all the issues involved are discussed.
2.2 Aura
The Aura project proposes a solution for supporting user mobility in pervasive
computing environment. The basic concept the author introduce is the personal
Aura. The intuition behind a personal Aura is that it acts as a proxy for the mobile
user it represents: when a user enters a new environment, his or her Aura marshals
the appropriate resources to support the users task. Furthermore, an Aura captures
constraints that the physical context around the user imposes on tasks [GSSS02]
[SG02]. The solution proposed is mainly to change applications supporting the
same service through different devices. Thus, for example, if users have to edit text
and have a PC, then they can use MS-Word, whereas if they have a mobile phone
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then they can use a NotePad-like application, because it requires less resources for
execution and interaction . Thus we can say that the granularity at which Aura
support platform adaptation is at application level. figure 2.1 shows the bird’s-eye
Figure 2.1: Aura bird’s-eye view [SG02]
view of the Aura architectural framework. There are four component types: fist, the
Task Manager, called Prism, embodies the concept of personal Aura. Second, the
Context Observer provides information on the physical context and reports relevant
events in the physical context back to Prism and the Environment Manager. Third,
the Environment Manager embodies the gateway to the environment; and fourth,
Suppliers provide the abstract services that tasks are composed of: text editing,
video playing, etc.
Aura vs. The Runtime Interface Migration Engine
Aura aims at changing the application used to perform a task when the user change
platform. For example, in a Windows environment Microsoft Word and Media
Player might be used to provide the edit text and play video services, whereas in
a Unix environment Emacs and Xanim could be used. We aim to provide a more
flexible solution where the user can still access the same application through different
devices but with user interfaces able to adapt to the interaction resources at hand
and not by changing the whole application used to perform a task.
2.3 CameleonRt
CAMELEON-RT [BDB+04] is a proposed general reference framework [CCT01]
[CCT+03] for supporting migration, distribution and adaptivity to the platform
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of user interfaces. Figure 2.2 shows the CAMELEON-RT architecture reference
model. There are three main level of abstraction: at the two extremes, the in-
teractive systems layer and the platform layer; at the core of the architecture,
the Distribution-Migration-Plasticity middleware (DMP layer) that provides mech-
anisms and services for distribution, migration and adaptivity of user interfaces.
The CAMELEON-RT is a functional decomposition that covers all aspects of dis-
Figure 2.2: CAMELEON-RT architecture reference model [BDB+04]
tribution, migration and plasticity of user interfaces, it is not an implementation
reference and architecture style is left to open choice.
CAMELEON-RT vs. The Runtime Interface Migration Engine
As our migration service does, the CAMELEON-RT reference model mainly uses
concepts developed in the model-based community in the last decade [EVP01]. In
our work we propose a concrete architecture focused on supporting migration based
on a client/server infrastructure and do not take into consideration distribution
of the user interface that is the main focus of the CAMELEON-RT. Distribution is
also cited in [CLDC03] where the same authors present an ontology for multi-surface
interaction, that considers the distribution of an interface over diverse physical kind
of surfaces intended not only as screens of computational devices, but also as any
day life object that can be considered a surface like a wall or a table. In this work
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the distribution of the interface works at pixel level, while we consider the whole
object implementing a task as basic unit in migration.
2.4 Dygimes
Dygimes proposes an approach for dynamically generating multi-device user inter-
faces, based on a task model annotated version [CLV+03]. Annotations in the task
model are used in order to ”attach” the interaction elements to the functions ex-
posed by remote applications in a location-transparent way. Dygimes explores the
possibility of creating a framework for allowing runtime migratable UIs, which are
independent from the target software platform, the target device and the interaction
modalities. The generated UIs are merely considered as a presentation of a single
service or of more functionally grouped services [LVC02]. Dygimes mainly oriented
to give support for generating adaptive interfaces for accessing different interaction
resources and supporting collaboration among different users [CV04]. Collaboration
is obtained migrating parts of the user interface onto a different platform, in order
to allow different people to have different views of the information presented by the
interface. The target of Dygimes are mainly interactive workspaces like the IRoom
[JFW02] where ubiquitous computing environment requires an ubiquitous interface
for accessing resources and sharing information. Figure 2.3 shows the Dygimes user
interface rendering cycle from the specification of the task model until the final user
interface for different type of devices through.
Dygimes vs. The Runtime Interface Migration Engine
Dygimes is used for creating migratable interfaces taking into account migration
already in the design interface. The aim is to produce interfaces that are migratable.
In our work we do not add migration features to the interfaces, we aim to build
an environment into which potentially every kind of interface can migrate among
different platforms.
2.5 ICrafter
ICrafter is a service framework for a class of ubiquitous computing environments
known as interactive workspaces [AJHW00] [JFW02] [BRTF02]. An interactive
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Figure 2.3: Dygimes UI rendering cycle [CV04]
workspace is a phisycally co-located, technology-rich space consisting of intercon-
nected computers (desktop, laptops, handelds, etc.), utility devices (scanners, print-
ers, etc) and I/O devices (large wall-mounted and table-top displays, microphones
speakers, etc.), where people gathers (with their own laptops, handelds, etc) to do
naturally collaborative activities such as design reviews, brainstorming, etc. Ex-
amples interactive workspaces include conference/meeting rooms and lecture halls
[PLF+01]. The ICrafter framework generates interfaces for appliances intended as
the input devices (such as handelds, laptops, etc.) used by the user to interact
with the services and aggregation of the services in the workspace. ICrafter con-
siders as services devices and/or applications. In figure 2.4 it is shown the ICrafter
architecture. Appliance requests UIs from the Interface Manager while supplying
an appliance description. The Interface Manager first selects the appropriate UI
generators based on the requesting appliance and the service descriptions, appliance
description, and the contextual information relevant to the specific workspace to
generate the UI.
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Figure 2.4: ICrafter architecture [PLF+01]
Icrafter vs. The Runtime Interface Migration Engine
ICrafter focuses on on the fly generation of interfaces that support aggregation
of services in interactive workspaces and for sharing information in collaborative
environments. The migration service presented on this thesis does not support
service aggregation or interface distribution, instead it offers a mean to transfer
interaction among different platforms focusing mainly on web user interfaces.
2.6 Pebbles
The Pebbles project is exploring how handheld devices, such as Personal Digital
Assistants (PDAs) including devices running PalmOS or Pocket PCs, and mobile
phones, can be used when they are communicating with a ”regular” personal com-
puter (PC), with other handhelds, and with computerized appliances such as tele-
phones, radios, microwave ovens, cars, and factory equipment [Mye]. Thus the main
focus of the project is on how to use handeld devices for control of other types of
devices [Mye01]. An interesting result of the Pebbles Project is PUC (Personal
Universal Controller) that aims at giving adaptive interfaces for remote control of
complex multi-modal appliances [NMH+02a] [NMH+02b]. Figure 2.5 shows the
main idea on which PUC is based: the appliance to be controlled sends an XML de-
scription of its functions to the remote handheld device on which the local interface
rendering software generates the actual user interface for remotely controlling the
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Figure 2.5: The Personal Universal Controller (PUC) [NMH+02b]
appliance. The description of an appliance’s function must contain enough infor-
mation to generate a good user interface, but it should not contain any information
about look and feel. Decision about look and feel should be left up to each interface
generator [NMH+02b].
Pebbles vs. The Runtime Interface Migration Engine
In pebbles, what migrate is a the logical description of the interface that goes from
the appliance to the remote controller. The logical interface is rendered by an
application running on the remote controller. Our migration service renders the
user interfaces on the server in dependence of the features of the device asking for
them, thus the interface sent to the client device is already in its final version and
ready to be loaded.
2.7 SUPPLE
SUPPLE [SUP] is an application and device-independent system, currently under
development at University of Washington, that automatically generates user inter-
faces for a wide variety of display devices. SUPPLE uses decision-theoretic opti-
mization to render an interface from an abstract functional specification and an
interchangeable device model. SUPPLE can use information from the user model
to automatically adapt user interfaces to different tasks and work styles while also
providing extensive customization mechanisms that allow for modifications to the
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appearance, organization and navigational structure of the user interface. [GW04].
Figure 2.6 shows the SUPPLE architecture. 1-3. Models (for the Interface, User
Figure 2.6: SUPPLE architecture [GCH+05]
and Device) are sent to Supple; 4. Generated interface is set to the Display Device;
5. The Display Device communicates user actions to the Application or Appliance,
while the latter sends its state updates back to the device to be reflected in the UI;
6. The Display Device sends the log of users actions to the users personal device
for inclusion in the User Model. In some situations, it may be more convenient to
route communications along arrows 5 and 6 through Supple rather than establish
additional direct connections [GCH+05].
Supple vs. The Runtime Interface Migration Engine
SUPPLE focuses on automatic generation of interfaces for different devices and
actually it does not support the migration of the user interface allowing for task
continuity. Moreover SUPPLE addresses exclusively display devices, thus support-
ing a graphic interaction modality. In our work we also take into account migration
among devices offering different interaction modalities like the graphic and the vocal
one.
2.8 Overview of Related Work
In this chapter we have presented a set of the main related works in the field of user
interface migration. Each of them addresses the problem from a different point of
view and gives a solution for supporting migration in a specific type of environment
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as for example interactive workspaces. The migration service we propose in this
thesis is designed to support migration of user interfaces of web applications, with
particular care of the adaptation of the interface to different device features and
interaction modalities, and the continuity of the user activities.
Chapter 3 User Interface Migration
Approach
3.1 Introduction to User Interface Migration Ap-
proach
There are different types of user interface migration that can occur depending on
the portion of the interface that is transferred from one device to the other and
on the types on the interaction modalities supported by the platforms involved. In
this chapter we first discuss the different types of migration that can be handled,
then we describe the general approach, based on the analysis of higher level logical
descriptions of the user interfaces, used in supporting migration.
3.2 Migration Types
Herein we focus on the different types of migration discussed in this thesis. The
classification is done considering the availability of the logical descriptions of the
interface, how much of the user interface passes from a devices onto another and the
features of the platform involved. The migration types we works on are:
• Total migration: the user interface passes completely from the target to the
source device. The basic concerns are interface adaptation from source to
target platform, and task continuity.
• Partial migration: part of the interface remains on the source device, while the
other passes onto the target. The user can keep interacting with one device
controlling the output on the other one. In addition to platform awareness
and task continuity, it is introduced the technique for splitting the interface
into control and visualisation part.
• Trans-modal migration: the source and the target platforms support a different
interaction modality. The platform adaptation and state recovering steps must
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be endowed with the possibility to handle different interface specification lan-
guages. This thesis proposes a solution for supporting migration from graphic
toward vocal platform, including the handling of additional vocal feedback to
support user in performing migration.
• Automatic migration: the migration process is not started on user demand,
it is started automatically by the migration service that recognises conditions
that requires it. Herein we introduce the automatic collection of the interface
runtime state and an algorithm for selecting the potential target device onto
which the interface can migrate.
• Proxy Aided Migration: the previous migration types have been supported
with the assumption to works on TERESA generated application hosted on
the same server hosting the migration functionalities. In the last phase of this
thesis we give a mean to overcome this limitation and make migration acces-
sible also for web applications non derived from TERESA logical descriptions
and hosted on different web servers. The method make use of a proxy for
downloading the original version of the pages from the web and is based on
the reconstruction of the underlying structure of the interfaces, automatically
generating the necessary logical descriptions needed by the migration server.
3.3 Information Needed to Support Migration
Before identifying the information required for performing user interface mi-
gration, first it must be understood what kind of feature a good user interface
migration must have. We could not state that transferring a desktop web
page as is onto a PDA is not a user interface migration, but would users be
able to continue their tasks interacting with the PDA ? and more, would it
be possible to perform on the PDA all the tasks implemented by the original
page in a usable manner? Different platforms may differ in many interaction
features, this means that the same interface can not keep the same usability
characteristics when used on different devices, moreover a different platform
could support a different interaction modality (i.e. vocal vs graphic) and the
interface would need to be implemented in a different language. In this the-
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sis we are considering as a real migration1 a device transferring of the user
interface that satisfies the following three requisites:
– Task Continuity. The user must be able to pass from a device to
another and continue to interact with the application from the same point
where it was left on the source device, without having to restart anything
from scratch.
– Platform Adaptation. Different devices means different features and
different interaction capabilities. An interface optimised for a certain
platform (i.e. desktop) may not be suitable for being deployed on a
different platform (i.e. PDA, vocal). This means that, when migrating
from a platform to another, the user interface must be adapted to meet
the characteristics of the new device.
– Usability. It goes without saying that the adaptation of the user inter-
face to the different types of platforms must be done keeping the usability
of the interface. Continuing the interaction form the new device must be
an easy task for the user who has not to be disoriented by the different
look of the interface.
Our migration service satisfies the above three requirements by using the logi-
cal descriptions underling the migrating interfaces and client side information
describing their state.
3.3.1 Use of the Interface Logical Descriptions
The logical descriptions of the migrating applications are used to identify the
presentation that has to be loaded onto the target device after migration by
comparing the set of tasks supported by the migrating presentation with the
tasks implemented by the target interface and how they are organised into
presentations. In the migration types presentred in chapters from 5 to 8, both
the logical descriptions describing the user interface and the actual implemen-
tation of the interface for the different platform types supported, are supposed
1From now on, the term user interface migration and migration will be used interchangeably
as like as user interface and interface
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to be stored on the same machine hosting the migration server and the applica-
tions to which migration can be applied are supposed to be developed through
the TERESA process (chapter 4). In Chapter 9, with the introduction of the
proxy and reverse engineering functionalities, there are no limitations on the
type of web applications that can migrate, the applications are retrieved from
the Internet and the logical descriptions necessary to migration, are built at
runtime when migration is requested. In this case also the final target pre-
sentation is built at runtime. The use of different versions of the interface
based on the logical descriptions, both statically generated and reconstructed
at runtime, allows to perform platform adaptation, while the usability of the
interfaces is given by the use of the TERESA in the target interface generation
phase.
3.3.2 Use of the Client Side Information
In order to ensure task continuity, the state of the migrating interface has to be
preserved. The state of the interface is the result of the user interactions per-
formed through the interface (i.e. inserted information, selected objects). Such
information can not be accessed directly by the server, it must be collected
on client side and sent to the server together with the migration request. The
server will elaborate such information and adapt it to the page to be loaded
onto the target device, in order to recover the state of the interface and allow
the user to continue the interaction.
3.4 Summary of the User Interface Migration Ap-
proach
In this chapter we have given a classification of the different types of user inter-
face migration that can occur and that our service is able to handle. We have
described the main type of information needed for ensuring task continuity and
platform adaptation, while keeping user interface usability. In next chapters each
type of migration will be discussed from the easiest one to the most challenging one
to be supported, seeing how the migration service was born and grown up by adding
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more functionalities oriented to supporting migration cases posing a growing level
of difficulty.
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Chapter 4 Model Based Generation of
Web Applications
4.1 Introduction to Model Based Generation of
Web Applications
The adaptive user interface migration service presented in this thesis, is based on
the logical descriptions used by the tool TERESA (Transformation Environment
for inteRactivE Systems representAtion) generating model based web application
interfaces [MPS03, PS03]. The TERESA generation process can be resumed with
the sentence: one model many interfaces [PS02]. Starting from a nomadic task
model1 the designer can specify a final platform to which the user interface will
be destined to. The nomadic task model will be refined and transformed in a
specific platform task model, by eliminating the tasks concerning different types
of platforms. The refined task model will be used to generate an AUI (Abstract
User Interface) giving information about the objects more apt to implement each
task and their compositions. The AUI is transformed into a CUI (Concrete User
Interface) adding more implementation related information to the abstract object.
Finally the CUI is used for generating the FUI (FinalUser Interface) the actual user
interface in any of the implementation languages X/Html, Java, VoiceXml (figure
4.1).
4.2 User Tasks and Multi-platform Environments
With the term task we mean an activity that can be performed by the user or the
platform itself through a user interface in order to reach a certain goal. Considering
a multi-platform environment, it is necessary to handle with very different devices in
terms of supported interaction features. They can differ in screen size, in input and
1A task model is nomadic when it describes user activities in dependence of the platform.
It differs from a platform specific task model where the user activities refers to a specific single
platform
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Figure 4.1: Model based generation of user interfaces
output facilities (i.e. mouse, keyboard, keypad, touch screen, microphone, speak-
ers...) and interaction modalities (i.e. graphic, vocal, multi-modal). Comparing
tasks and platforms we can sketch the following situations:
• Same task implemented in the same way for different platforms. Considering
platforms sharing a same interaction modality (i.e. graphic), relatively non
complex activities can be implement on the same way independently of the
device considered. For example insertion of short textual information like login
and password, can be performed through a textfield both on a desktop and on
a PDA.
• Tasks meaningful only on certain platforms. The differences in interaction fea-
tures among devices results into diverse degrees of expressiveness for their user
interfaces. Tasks easily performed through a desktop, could be too much re-
source consuming for a wireless battery powered device. The different screen
size is another important factor. Let’s think for example of a document of
about 5 Mb to be downloaded from the Internet and then read. On a desktop
with a fast LAN connection the task would be performed quite easily, while on
a mobile device like a PDA or even worst a mobile phone, we could have con-
nection problems, power consumption memory lack and difficulties in reading
the document having to scroll both horizontally and vertically for reading the
lines.
• Dependencies among different tasks executed on different platforms. It is not
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always desirable to perform the same activity on different platforms, it can
be necessary to distribute the functionalities of an application over different
devices, to better exploit the potentialities of each platform. As a result there
can be examples where the execution of an activity on a specific device, enables
or disables the execution of another activity on a different device.
• Same task implemented in different ways for different platforms. because of the
different resources of devices considered, there can be the need to implement
a same activity in different ways:
– Through different domain2. objects. Depending on the different set of
resources available on a platform, information can be presented at a dif-
ferent detail level. For example a product can be described through an
image, text and a video clip showing a demo usage. The user interface
generated for a resource reach platform like a desktop, will describe the
product through all the available domain objects, whereas on a PDA we
could see the image, the text and not the demo; a vocal platform could
only make use of the textual description rendering it through a speech
synthesizer.
– Through different interaction objects. On a big screen device, it comes
natural to present the more graphically appealing interfaces. A large
image map could be a nice way to get access to the various links of a
site from the homepage. Nice and appealing on a desktop pc but smaller
devices will not display it well or could simply not support image maps.
The same main menu would be more efficiently implemented as a list of
links on a small mobile phone screen. Another more obvious example are
different modality interfaces. It is clear that an input text that requires
input from a keyboard can not be used on a purely vocal interface, the
same task will there be implemented through a speech input element.
– Through different task decomposition. A task can be performed compos-
ing a number of sub tasks. For example a task like reserving a table in
a restaurant implies a subset of tasks like inserting personal information,
2The domain contains the objects representing information that can be shown by interface
elements. For example an interface object showing a textual description, can take the text to be
shown from a file of the domain.
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specification of the number of people, of the time of arrival and so on. Us-
ing an interaction reach device, we can think to have additional subtasks
like insertion of free comments or email address. The same interface for
the small device, will tend to decrease the number of activities required
to the user an the number of information to insert. Let’s think for ex-
ample of a PDA where text is inserted through the touch of the pen on
the touch screen, the less text the user will have to insert and the less
bothering the interaction will be, thus non basic sub tasks will not be
presented.
– Through different temporal relations among tasks. This is a typical case
in different modality interfaces like graphic and vocal. The first ones
can show more pieces of information at once and allow the user to start
performing a task or another choosing among the set of visually available
tasks. Conversely, vocal interfaces offer a strictly serial interaction. All
tasks will have to be presented in a sequence on the vocal interface, while
parallel access is possible in graphic environments.
4.3 Abstraction Levels
In this section we give an overview of the different logical descriptions involved
in the TERESA process. Such XML-based descriptions were used as a base in
designing and implementing adaptive user interface migration, thus it is important
to understand how they are made and how to use them.
4.4 The Task Model
A task is a logical activity that users have to perform in order to reach a prefixed goal.
The task model gives a description of the application in terms of relations among
tasks, connecting them through temporal operators, without giving any hint on how
the tasks will be implemented [Pat99]. Willing to generate interfaces of the same
application for different interaction platforms, the starting point is the nomadic
task model specifying which platform is associated to each task. The generation
process follows refining the nomadic task model to obtain a single platform oriented
task model. The platform specific task model is associated to a presentation task
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set, automatically generated. Each presentation contains all the tasks that can be
perceived at once by users. In figure 4.2 it is shown the filtering of a nomadic task
model for a mobile phone through the CTTE (Concurrent Task Tree Environment)
tool [MPS02]. The figure also shows a graphical representation of the different task
categories and temporal operators while the whole dtd xml schema of the Ctt task
language can be found in appendix B.1. The task categories are:
Figure 4.2: Ctte: Nomadic task model filtering
• abstraction: a task used to indicate an action that can be performed through
a set of subtasks of different type.
• application: a task that is performed by the application and does not require
user intervention, like calculating results and showing information.
• interaction: a task performed by the user interacting with the application.
• user: a task performed by the user to accomplish an activity that does not
involve the application (for example thinking).
The temporal operators that can be used to connect the different tasks are:
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• choice: it is possible to chose from a set of tasks and once the choice has been
made, the other tasks are not more available.
• order independence: both tasks can be performed and when one is started,
it must be finished before starting the other one.
• independent concurrency: actions belonging to two tasks can be performed
in any order without any specific constraint. For example monitoring a screen
and speaking into a microphone;
• concurrency with information exchange: two tasks can be performed
concurrently but they have to synchronise in order to exchange information.
For example a word processor application where editing and scrolling text can
be performed in any order thanks to a synchronised information exchange;
• disabling: the first task is definitely disabled once the first action of the second
task is started. This concept is used in many user interface implementation
when the user can deactivate the option of performing a set of tasks and enable
a new set of possible tasks accomplished by a specific action (for example
selecting a button);
• suspend/resume: this operator gives the task T2 the possibility to interrupt
the task T1 and when T2 is terminated, T1 can be reactivated from the state
reached before interruption. For example a printing command can interrupt
a text editing operation and when printing is spooled, the text editing can
continue.
• enabling: the termination of the first task enables the execution of the second
task. For example a database where users have first to register and then can
interact with data.
• enabling with information exchange: in this case T1 provide information
to T2 in addition to enabling it. for example T1 allows the user to specify a
query and T2 provides the result that depends on the information generated
by T1;
• iteration: the task is performed repetitively, when it terminates, the per-
formance of its actions automatically starts to be executed again from the
beginning, until the task is interrupted by another task.
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• finite iteration: it is used when it is known in advance how many time a
task will be performed;
• optional: unary operator that indicates that the execution of a task is op-
tional.
4.5 The Abstract User Interface
The Abstract User interface describes the type of objects that are necessary to
support each task of the task model. The AUI is composed of interconnected pre-
sentations each containing abstract interaction objects that can be composed by
different operators. The main types of abstract objects can be:
• interaction: indicating a user action.
• only output: indicating a system action, like showing feedback information.
Abstract interaction objects have a more specific type indication, to better describe
which kind of action they support: selection aio, control aio, edit aio, and some
more as it can be seen in figure 4.3. The AUI description is completely platform and
implementation independent. It only gives indication on which types of objects are
necessary to support the execution of a certain task and how these objects will be
composed into presentations. The composition operators that can apply to abstract
interaction objects are:
• grouping: the idea is to group together two or more elements, so this operator
should be applied when the involved tasks share some characteristics. A typical
situation is when the tasks have the same parent (they are activities needed
to perform a high level task). This is the only operator for which the position
of the different operands is irrelevant.
• ordering: It is applied when some kind of order exists amongst elements.
The more intuitive one is the temporal order. The order in which the different
elements appear within this operator reflects the order that holds amongst
them, thus this operator is not commutative.
• relation: operator should be applied when a relation exists between n ele-
ments yii = 1..n and one element x. Referring to the task model, a typical
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Figure 4.3: Abstract user interface DTD schema.
situation is when we have a leaf task W at the right side of a disabling opera-
tor: all the tasks that could be disabled by t (at whatever task tree level) are
in relation with W . Again, also this operator is not commutative.
• hierarchy: operator means that a hierarchy exists amongst the involved inter-
actors. It is the importance level associated with the operands that identifies
the prominence degree that the associated interaction objects should have
within the user interface. In order to convey this information, various tech-
niques could be used. In graphical user interfaces one example is allotting
within the screen a larger area to objects which are hierarchically more ”im-
portant”. The whole dtd schema of the AUI can be found in appendix B.2.
Neither this operator is commutative.
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4.6 The Concrete User Interface
The Concrete User Interface enrich the AUI level by adding more implementation
close details to the abstract level objects. For example it can specify the font,
colour and style of a textual element or define the cardinality and specify the option
of selection elements. The CUI depends both on the final implementation language
and on the platform for which the interface is generated. While it makes sense
defining the size of a text for a PDA, it would have no meaning for a voice platform
where it is necessary to define for example the volume of the speaker for reading the
text. Appendix B.3 shows the whole xml dtd schema of the Concrete User Interface
for desktop platform.
4.7 The Final User Interface
The Final User Interface (FUI) is the actual user interface coded in the chosen
implementation language that could be Java, Xhtml, VoiceXml. In this work we are
considering the Xhtml and VoiceXml language.
4.8 Summary of The Model Based Generation of
Web Applications
In this chapter we have introduced the multilevel abstraction process that the tool
TERESA uses for generating user interfaces, from a unique task model to different
final versions of the interface adapted to various interaction platforms. The logical
descriptions produced by the tool, have been the bases over which the adaptation
to the platform and the task continuity has been built in the migration service.
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Chapter 5 Total Migration
5.1 Introduction to Total Migration
Total Migration was the first migration service core on top of which the support
for other migration types were built by adding new functionalities. Migration is
total when the interaction shut down on the first device and is re-activated onto
the second, this means that the user interface passes completely from one device
to the other one [BP03] [BP04b]. In this chapter we analyse a type of uni-modal
migration. Uni-modal means that both the source and the target platform offer the
same interaction modality, in this case the graphic one. This first type of migration
type allowed us to design the main algorithms for user interface adaptation and task
continuity based on the logical descriptions presented in chapter 4.
5.2 Scenarios
In this section we introduce two scenarios to clarify the meaning of total migration
and illustrate situations in which it could be desirable to have such a service. The
scenarios outline the main features covered by the total migration service and will
be referred in section 5.6 to show the user interface of a sample migrating, multi-
platform application, focusing on the operations that the migration service must
perform in order to keep task continuity and to adapt the migrating application to
the different kind of platforms involved.
5.2.1 Scenario 1
Louis is walking down the street on his way to work. He is thinking about vacations
and decides to check his bank account to see how much he can afford. Louis turns
on his PDA and accesses the web site of the bank. He had previously registered with
the bank´s web service, thus the bank application automatically identifies the PDA
as Louis´ personal device. From the main page Louis chooses to access his bank
account data. He does not need to enter any personal information or the account
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number, the application has already retrieved all data after having identified the
PDA and his balance is promptly displayed. Louis cannot remember the previous
situation and would like to access information on the last operations performed
on his account. He requests that the application display the last 10 operations,
and the information appears on the PDA. Only the amounts of money added or
subtracted at each operation are shown. To access more details concerning each of
the operations, a new page must be loaded. Moreover, operation data are split into
two pages, and are not displayed together. Too tedious, it would be much more
comfortable to have a full overview of operations and their details. However, such a
feature is not supported by the PDA application version: it would be useless to try
and show a large table on a small sized PDA screen. Meanwhile, Louis has reached
his office and turned on his desktop. Accessing the migration function on the PDA,
he requests to have the bank application migrated to the desktop. The application is
automatically shut down on the PDA and is activated on the desktop. Bank account
related operations are immediately shown on the desktop without Louis having to
enter anew any data or make any requests, as he would have had to do if he had
accessed the application directly from the desktop. The desktop screen displays a
table showing detailed information for each of the latest 10 operations performed
on the bank account. Louis can easily see that the last operation is a payment by
the company he works for, a reimbursement for travel expenses incurred during the
conference he attended four months ago. On the other hand his salary has not yet
been credited to his account.
Louis decides to go to the bank´ s branch office personally, in order to withdraw
the money he plans to spend during his vacations. Through the desktop bank
application he checks to see how many people are currently waiting to be served.
He sees that the estimated waiting time is one hour and a quarter, and decides
to pick up a reservation ticket. He gets ticket number 40 and uses the migration
service to have the bank application migrated back to the PDA, where he can see
his reservation number and the realtime situation in the branch office. He can also
activate an alarm feature on the PDA, which will alert him when his turn is getting
close.
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5.2.2 Scenario 2
In the second scenario Louis is at home and accesses the bank application through his
desktop. After having entered identification data, he is allowed to access the bank
services. He needs some money transfer in order to pay the fee for a conference
registration and accesses the page reserved to on-line operations. He starts filling
in the form to perform the transfer, meantime he realises that it is late and it is
time to go to work. Through the migration service, he can migrate the page he was
interacting with on his own PDA. On the PDA screen, only the part of the form
Louis was filling in when asking for migration is shown and he can complete the form
adding the missing data through his PDA, while he catches the metro to go to his
office. Before submitting data, he wants to be sure of their correctness and accessing
the previous page, he can check the data previously inserted through the desktop.
The form is correct and he can submit it. The registration to the conference is now
completed.
5.3 Total Migration Analysis
In this first step of building up the migration service, we considered applications gen-
erated using the TERESA tool (chapter 4), thus all the logical descriptions involved
in the generation process are available. The retrieval of the final page to be loaded
onto the target device and the state adaptation process go trough the comparison of
information contained in the migrating page and in the logical descriptions (Figure
5.1). When migrating a presentation from a platform to another one the runtime
support first identifies the closest presentation in the target platform. The difference
between presentations in different platforms is calculated in terms of the number of
logical tasks supported. A task can be supported through different interaction tech-
niques. However, the logical meaning of the task is still the same. Taking into
account interactive applications developed by means of TERESA we can identify
the following situations concerning the runtime migration of a presentation between
two platforms (figure 5.2):
• The migrating presentation corresponds to one target presentation. In this
case the target page to be loaded on the target device can be immediately
identified through a one by one mapping. The two presentations can differ
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Figure 5.1: Logical descriptions in the migration process
in the number of tasks supported, in particular the target presentation can
support:
– Same tasks. Even if the same tasks are supported by the two presenta-
tions, the runtime state data may need to be modified, because the tasks
can be implemented by means of different types of concrete objects.
– Lower number of tasks. As in previous case, there can be a mapping of
data concerning corresponding tasks. Data concerning tasks not sup-
ported by the target presentation are ignored.
– Higher number of tasks. Source tasks are treated as in previous cases,
while target tasks for which information can not be retrieved from source
runtime state data, are untouched and loaded with their default values.
• The migrating presentation corresponds to multiple target presentations, among
which the task set of the source presentation are spread. In this case the tar-
get presentation is identified by computing the one having the highest number
of tasks in common with the source one. In case that more than one target
presentation has the same similarity degree according to this criterion, it is
chosen the one supporting the task associated with the last concrete object
through which the user interacted with the application on the source side.
• Multiple presentations in the source platform correspond to one presentation
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Figure 5.2: The possible relationships between source and target presentations.
in the target platform. In this case the migrating task set will correspond to
part of the task set supported by one of the target presentations.
In order to maintain the state of the migrating user interface, first it is necessary to
collect all the information available on client side, as for example selected objects,
text inserted by the user and checked elements. For each interaction object in the
migrating page, it must be retrieved the corresponding task in order to find, through
the logical descriptions (figure 5.1), to which interaction object in the selected pre-
sentation it corresponds. The object may be of different type, for example we can
have a select element on the source platform and a checkbox or radio button element
in the target page, thus the state of the source element must be adapted to the
target one.
5.4 Service Architecture
The service architecture for supporting the above specified types of migration is
based on a client server architecture as shown in figure 5.3. The users that wants
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Figure 5.3: Total migration service architecture
to access the migration service, have to load the migration client software onto
their devices. This software allows the server to recognise the type of platform
corresponding to the device and allows the users to issue migration requests towards
another device and receive incoming interfaces migrating from another device. Users
accessing the web can issue a migration request to the server. The migration request
contains indication on the visited page and on its current state. The server retrieves
information on the source and target 1 platform and uses the logical descriptions
related to the corresponding generated interfaces for the application considered,
in order to retrieve the page that must be loaded on the target, this step is at
the base of platform awareness support. The logical descriptions used to perform
platform adaptation are consistent with the ones used by the tool TERESA in the
generation of user interfaces (see section 4). The information concerning the state
of the migrating page is used in conjunction with the same logical descriptions in
order to recover the runtime state of the application on the target platform, this is
what make task continuity possible.
Next sections discuss the server side and client side operations required to start
up the migration service and serve migration requests.
5.4.1 Web Server Startup
We make use of the Apache Tomcat Web server [Fou]that must be started up before
any other migration module. The same machine hosting the web server also hosts
1From now on the device asking for migration will be called source / source device, while the
device receiving the interface coming from a different device will be called target / target device.
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the other server side migration functionalities.
5.4.2 Migration Server Startup
The migration server must be started in order to support migration requests. In
this phase an internal data structure is filled in with static data concerning all ap-
plications supported by the migration service. For each application and for each
platform, information regarding associations between different abstraction levels is
built to allow the matching of the presentations to supported tasks and the Ab-
stract User Interface elements to the corresponding user interface elements. Thus,
for each platform-specific version of the application, the XML file defining the cor-
responding abstract user interface is analysed to retrieve the set of presentations
making up the specific version of the application and the tasks supported by each
presentation. Finally, for each presentation the static data are completed by adding
the concrete type, name and identifier of the concrete elements implementing the
supported tasks. The concrete data are retrieved by analysing the file implementing
each presentation. The migration server also creates an empty data structure that
will contains information concerning the devices accessing the service. More details
on the data structures used by the migration server are given in section 5.5.
5.4.3 Migration Client Loading
The migration client is loaded onto devices by the users that want to access the
migration service. As soon as the migration client is loaded, the device identification
and information collection process is started on the server (next section). On the
client device instead, an applet is started that keeps listening for communications
coming from the server. When the device works as a target for migration, the
applet receives the url of the page to be loaded from the server and loads it onto the
device, and apply the state information, also received by the server, to the loaded
page. This is what happened with the first version of the service, when developing
functionalities for supporting trans-modal migration, the application of the state
passed from client side to server side (Chapter 7). The migration client interface
shown in figure 5.4 allow the users to select an application from the list of the
available ones. The application is loaded into a browser window and the users can
start interacting with it. When they decide to migrate they can select the target
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Figure 5.4: Migration client interface
device from the list that shows only those devices that are connected to the migration
service and allow for incoming migrations, thus they can start the migration process
by pressing the ”migrate” button. Finally the ”StopIncoming” button causes the
closing of the socket used for receiving information concerning incoming migration:
the device can still issue migration requests working as the source, but can not more
work as a target.
5.4.4 Server: Client Device Identification.
When the user loads the migration client onto the device, a servlet starts running
in the migration server. This servlet first catches the IP address of the device that
will be used to identify it, then it accesses the http request header [W3C] in order
to gain more information about the accessing platform.
Accept-Language: en-us
User-Agent: Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 6.0; Windows NT 5.0)
Above box shows an example of the Accept-Language and User-Agent fields con-
tained in the User-Agent. These fields are parsed to retrieve the language preferred
by the user and the type of platform that is accessing the migration service. For
example a User-Agent indicating Windows-NT as an operating system, means that
the request has been sent by a desktop platform2, while a User-Agent containing
”PPC” (Pocket PC) as an operating system means that a PDA platform is accessing.
5.4.5 Client: Migration Request Sending
When a user issues a migration request through the migration client interface, on
source client side, JavaScript functions collect runtime data concerning the URL of
2a platform groups devices with homogeneous interaction features, laptops and desktop pc are
grouped into desktop platform type
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the loaded application page and the state of the interaction objects contained in the
page. A migration request, including the IP address of the target device and all
runtime data that has been collected, is sent to the server by the submission of an
hidden form.
5.4.6 Server Migration Request Elaboration
Once the migration request is received, the server checks whether the target IP
address matches a currently connected platform, and the corresponding platform
type is retrieved, thus the URL string of the migrating page is analysed in order to
extract the name of the corresponding application (Figure 5.5).
Figure 5.5: Migration process
Target Presentation Retrieval
Having the name of the application, the server retrieves the corresponding abstract
description from which it can retrieve the abstract presentation that generated the
page. From the abstract presentation it is possible to retrieve the set of tasks im-
plemented in the page that has to be migrated. At this point the server retrieves
the abstract description of the same application for the target presentation and the
task set previously retrieved is matched against the task set contained in each of the
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target abstract presentation, in order to identify the most similar one. The most
similar target presentation is the one sharing the highest number of supported tasks
with the source presentation. In case this criterion identifies multiple presentations,
the runtime state data is used to identify the one containing the implementation
of the task corresponding to the last interaction performed by the user before mi-
gration. Once the target abstract presentation has been identified, a one to one
mapping is used to retrieve the final target page. At this point it is possible to build
the URL of the page that must be loaded on the target device.
State Recovery for Task Continuity
Once the target page has been identified, it is necessary to adapt the state of the
source interaction objects to the target ones. Information related to tasks that
are not supported by the target presentation is eliminated. Tasks implemented
by the same type of interaction objects are applied the state as it is, while tasks
implemented by means of different interaction objects need information concerning
the state to be properly adapted. For example if the source interaction object
was a selection element, the state is the indication of the element selected. If the
corresponding target interaction element is a radio button the state will become the
checked button, while if it is a text field the state will be transformed into text
(figure 5.6). At the end of the state adaptation process, it is generated a string that,
Figure 5.6: Different state mapping examples
for each interaction object in the target page corresponding to a task implemented
in the source page, contains the identifier of the object and its state description.
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Sending information to the target client
Once the mapping of both the URL and runtime state is completed, a connection is
opened with the target platform, which will receive the target URL string followed
by the target runtime state data.
5.4.7 Client Migration Request Acceptance
On the target client side, the migration application keeps listening over a connection
opened with the server. When a migration occurs the server sends the URL of
the page to be loaded and the runtime state data to the target client over that
connection. The incoming URL is loaded in a new browser window in case of a
desktop system, and into the same browser window that contains the migration
client interface in case of a PDA. The choice for the PDA is due to limitations of
the its operating system that does not allow to open two different instances of the
explorer at the same time. The runtime state data are applied by the client software
to the concrete objects in the loaded page by means of Javascript functions accessing
the DOM of the page.
In this first phase we had a client side application of the state to the final target
page. Later on, the system was improved moving this operation to server side, thus
sending to the target device a page with the state already updated and ready to be
loaded (see trans-modal migration in chapter 7).
5.5 Main Data Structure
In this section we describe the main data structures used in the migration server.
They allow the server to store information on the devices that access the service,
and on the applications available for migration.
5.5.1 ActiveConnections
The ActiveConnections is a simple but important data structure. It specifies com-
munication information for the devices connected to the migration service that are
allowing for incoming migration3.
3An incoming migration is a remotely initiated migration. In other words a device is accepting
an incoming migration when it accepts to function as a target.
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Table 5.1 shows the information stored for each incoming migration enabled device:
IPAddress socket outBuffer
Table 5.1: ActiveConnections element
• IPAdress is the ip address of the client device.
• socket is the socket through wich the server can communicate with the client
device.
• outBuffer is the buffer on which the server can write information to be sent
to the client device.
When the user requires to stop for incoming migration, through the migration client
interface (figure 5.4), the buffer and the socket associated to the client device are
closed and the element that contain them removed from the ActiveConnections list.
5.5.2 ApplicationInfo
This first version of the migration service works on pre-compiled user interfaces, thus
the different versions of the user interface for diverse types of platforms and their
logical descriptions are already stored in the server. When the migration server is
started up, the basic information concerning tasks and how they are arranged into
presentations and then implementation information are collected into the Applica-
tionInfo hash table. Each element of the table contains information related to a
single application and for a single platform, the hash key used to store such in-
formation is a composition of the application name and the specific platform type.
Each entry of the table is a list containing a set of information for each presentation.
Table 5.2 shows the information collected for each presentation
fileName presentation tasks
Table 5.2: Presentation element
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• fileName contains the name into which the the final user interface correspond-
ing to the presentation is stored.
• presentation contains the name of the presentation.
• tasks is a vector and contains all the names of the tasks ”implemented” by the
presentation.
5.5.3 DeviceDB
The DeviceDB structure, contains all the relevant information associated for each
device accessing the migration service. Such information concerns the device spe-
cific features, its identification and availability for migration. Table 5.3 shows the
IPAddress phone OS platform language enableIn mobile
Table 5.3: DeviceDB element
information stored for each device accessing the migration service.
• IPAddress is alternate to phone field, contains the IP address of the device.
• phone is alternate to IPAddress field, contains the phone number of the device.
• OS indicates the operating system of the client device.
• platform indicates the type of platform to which the device belongs to.
• language specifies the language chosen by the user.
• enableIn is a flag indicating whether the device accepts incoming migration.
• mobile is a flag indicating whether the device is a mobile one.
5.6 Sample Application
In this section we introduce the Web Bank, a sample application built on the basis
of the scenarios described in (section 5.2). The application is a typical bank ap-
plication that allows registered users to access their own private data and perform
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on-line operations. We are presenting here only the most relevant application fea-
tures outlining how they can benefit from the migration service.
When a user accesses the Web Bank Application from a desktop, he is always in-
quired about identification data, in order to be recognised by the application and
being allowed to access the Bank Application Services. A user accessing the appli-
cation for the first time, can complete a registration form in order to get a login and
a password. Once the registration is completed, a user accessing from a PDA will
automatically gain access to the application without having to enter identification
data. Because of security matters, such a task is not enabled on the desktop version.
In figure 5.7.a, it is shown how the application appears to a user loading it from
Figure 5.7: Bank application desktop and PDA main page
a desktop. If migration to PDA is required at this point, and the user previously
registered to the Bank service, the PDA version will not show the same accessing
form, the automatic access task will be activated and the user will be identified (fig-
ure 5.7.b). Selecting access to information on his personal bank account, the user,
Louis in this example, will see immediately the information required, without having
to enter any identification data. In this migration case, after the identification of
the target page, the migration service will recognise that the automatic access from
PDA is possible, since the user previously registered to the bank service. In addition,
there is a set of tasks supported by both the corresponding presentations, such tasks
are: BankAccoutAccess, OperationsAccess, CumulatedIterestsAccess, InvestmentsAc-
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cess and CreditCardAccess. On the desktop version, the above mentioned tasks are
implemented through clickable button images, while the PDA version implements
them by means of simple links. The migration service will have to recognise the
different implementation of the tasks and adapt the runtime state retrieved from
the page loaded on the desktop to the one to be loaded on the PDA. Let us suppose
that Louis has accessed his bank account data and selected to have information
on the last 10 money movements performed. To see all the operations selected he
will have to access two pages and one more page has to be accessed to have more
detailed information concerning each operation (figure 5.7.b). To have a complete
Figure 5.8: Bank application PDA to desktop migration
single view of the operation selected and their details, Louis decide to migrate to
the desktop. Following the criterion of the most similar page, migration from any
of the PDA page presented, the resulting page on the desktop is the one showed
in figure 5.9(right side). Another significant migration case, is when a task per-
formed on the migrating page enables a further task on the target platform, that
was not supported by the source platform. The Web Bank Application allows a
user to reserve a ticket for accessing the real bank office and also the monitoring
of the real-time office situation. Only on the PDA version, the user can ask the
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application to keep checking the real-time situation and alert the user when his turn
is getting closer. Such a task is not present on the desktop version, because it is
supposed to be useful only in case the user is close to the bank office and waiting
for his turn. The alerting service is enabled only after a ticket has been reserved.
Figure 5.9 and shows the steps Louis has to perform in order to check the office
situation and reserve his ticket. Migration required fro one of both desktop pages
Figure 5.9: Desktop ticket reservation
shown in Figure 5.9 and will identify the PDA page shown in figure 5.10, where the
user can decide to activate the alert service. The above mentioned migration case
does not only show the activation of a task from one platform to the other, it is
also a good example of a migrating page containing a task performed accessing to
a different set of domain objects. On the desktop realtime monitoring page (figure
5.9), the task ShowRealTimeState is performed accessing the information composed
of the objects: opened gates, people waiting, estimated waiting time, while set of
information accessed by the corresponding task in the PDA version (figure 5.10) is
composed of the elements: opened gates, people before you, estimated time and your
ticket number. The following migration case is based on the second scenario (section
5.2.2). Figure 5.11 shows what happens when migrating from the desktop to the
PDA platform. Let us imagine that Louis has filled in the first five fields of the
form interacting with the desktop platform and now wants to continue on his PDA.
The first step is performed by the migration service in order to retrieve the most
similar PDA page. It thus identifies two presentations containing the same number
of tasks. The second step makes the migration server select the page that contains
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Figure 5.10: Real-time monitoring on PDA platform
the object implementing on the target platform the task last performed by the user.
As a result, the page shown in Figure 5.11 will be sent to the PDA and loaded. Any
data previously inserted in the form by the user are not lost, and can be visualised
by accessing the previous page on the PDA.
5.7 Summary of the Total Migration
In this chapter we have presented Total Migration, that is migration of the whole
interface from a device onto another one, and showed the solution used to support
it in case both the source and target platform have a graphic interaction modality.
We introduced the algorithm for presentation mapping for the retrieval of the target
presentation based on the analysis of the logical descriptions used to generate the
migrating page. We also described the technique used for recovering the state of the
interface onto the new platform. These algorithms have been the basis for the more
complex migration types described in next chapters.
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Figure 5.11: Bank application desktop to PDA Migration
Chapter 6 Partial Migration
6.1 Introduction to Partial Migration
The total migration service basically allows the user to change the device deployed
to interact with an application. In this operation the intelligent core of the system is
in charge of keeping task continuity and supporting interface adaptivity to different
platforms. What we are addressing with partial migration is the ability to move from
interacting with an application through a single platform, to controlling one platform
from another. This allows users to comfortably control, for example, videos displayed
on a wall-sized screen from their handheld PDA, or projecting a presentation stored
in a personal device like a PDA to the desktop-controlled maxi video screen in a
conference hall, while maintaining control on the personal device. Partial migration
requires more complex processing than total migration. The task continuity and
platform awareness criteria that we adopted in the core of the total migration service
have been deployed in partial migration as well. Herein, the novel and most difficult
issue to be considered is the splitting of the application into its visualisation and
control parts [BP04a].
6.2 Scenarios
For better illustrating the possible usage of partial migration, let’s consider the
following scenarios:
6.2.1 Scenario 1
Claudia is a tourist visiting the town of Pisa for her first time. On the way from
the airport to the hotel, she turns on her own PDA and accesses the web. She
wants to find interesting places to see and accesses tourist information about the
town. She finds several images of the town and starts to watch at them, but the
little screen of the PDA does not allow her to enjoy the virtual tour. Walking along
the way she approaches a kiosk having a bigger screen where images could be much
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more appreciated. She touches the button split on her PDA and the images she was
watching passes onto the kiosk screen, while the image selection links remain on the
PDA. She continues by controlling the kiosk through her PDA, she selects different
images that are shown on the kiosk screen as soon as she touches the links on her
PDA. Claudia is amazed by the Leaning Tower images, definitely it will be the first
thing to go and see after relaxing from the long travel.
6.2.2 Scenario 2
Armand is going to the cinema to see a movie and he has not decided which one
yet. He turns on his PDA and accesses to the web movie guide of the cinema. Here
he can access the page of the movies of the day and start watching at the posters.
Each time he selects a movie title, the corresponding poster image is loaded in a new
page and each time he wants to see a new poster, he has to come back to the page
showing titles. Entering the cinema he finds a big screen in the hall, he performs
partial migration to it, and goes on selecting titles from the PDA while images are
loaded onto the big screen. The Incredibles has a very attractive poster, this will be
the movie of the day.
6.3 Partial Migration Analysis
As the partial migration was added to the first set of functionalities developed for
supporting total migration, the the same service architecture, was used and no
additional data structure was necessary. The new challenge here is the splitting of
the page. Partial migration has to be handled in different ways depending on the
structure of the migrating page, in next section we analyse the possible cases.
6.3.1 Partial Migration Cases
Depending on the structure of the migrating page, partial migration can cope with
two basic cases:
• Case 1 : the migrating page is structured into control and visualisation part.
The visualisation part is the one containing the result of the user interac-
tion performed through the control part. The two parts are loaded onto two
different platforms, after being adapted to their features. This case is more
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complex, splitting the page requires an analysis of its structure in terms of
implemented task types and composition operators included in the abstract
description. The page can only be split under certain condition and partial
migration is not always possible. Contrarily to case 2, here we also have to
handle the interface state to keep task continuity.
• Case 2 : the migrating page contains only a set of links each leading to a
different page loaded onto the same platform. The page is not split. As a
result of partial migration, one platform will load a page with the same look
of the migrating one, while the other platform will visualise pages recalled by
the user interaction. This is the easiest case to be handled. The migration
server intercepts the URLs of the pages recalled by the source device, thus it
retrieves the corresponding abstract description and through the task similar-
ity algorithm gets the corresponding page for the target platform. Since the
user did not interact with the migrating page on the source device, there is
not handling of interface state.
When considering Case 2, the page loaded on the current control platform remains
as is, and the new pages selected are loaded one by one on the target platform.
The issue here is how to automatically distinguish the two cases. To this end, we
use information in the abstract interface, where the control interactors are classified
depending on whether they correspond to elements that generate new content on the
current page or cause the loading of a different page. The two cases are distinguished
on the basis of the type of control interactors contained. When all the control
interactors on a page support navigation, we are dealing with Case2.
There is an hidden third case, that is when the interface can not be split. This
may occur depending on how visualisation and control elements are composed. Di-
viding the elements of the interface would give as a result a not usable or not
meaningful interface, and partial migration is not performed. Figure 6.1.a shows
an example of an interface that can not be split. The interface is a simple form
introduced by the title of the page. Figure 6.1.b shows how the logical descriptions
of the page composes the abstract objects corresponding to the interaction objects
in the page. The title of the page is considered a part, since it is not involved in
the splitting process and is left in the final control page. Thus the splitting algo-
rithm starts to analyse the highest level composition operator that in this case is
the grouping G6 containing two further compositional operators: grouping G5 and
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Figure 6.1: Non splittable page sample
relation R1. Grouping G5 contains only control elements, thus it is a good can-
didate to become the control part, therefore R1 contain a mix of interactors that
can be neither considered to be all visualisation elements neither to be further split.
Relation R1 composes a grouping of control elements G5 together with a set of
further groupings G1 to G4 that can not be split, since each one of them contains
a text field (interaction element) and an output text (visualisation element). finally
separating G5 from the other groupings in the relation and putting it in the control
part together with grouping G6 we would obtain a control part and a remaining
set of grouping mixing visualisation and editing element. Both part would require
user interaction and separation between control and visualisation part can not be
obtained.
6.4 Splitting The Interface
The new issue introduced with partial migration is the interface splitting. We said
that the interface can be considered as divided into control and visualisation part.
When partial migration is required for a specific page, the migration service analyses
the structure of the page in terms of type of contained elements and how they are
composed through composition operators in the corresponding logical description.
Splitting the page means to access the corresponding abstract description (section
4.5) and generating from it two new abstract descriptions one for the visualisation
elements and the other for the control part. These are used to recreate the two new
interfaces opportunely redesigned for the source and the target platform.
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6.4.1 The Splitting Algorithm
A first analysis is based on the types of objects contained in the page. The de-
scription of a presentation is made in terms of two types of interactors: Interaction,
for example objects supporting selection, editing, control, and OnlyOutput, for ex-
ample text and graphic presentation objects. This first simple classification is not
enough to decide how to actually split the interface for partial migration. Thus,
control objects, which belong to the Interaction interactors, are classified into two
types: activators and navigators. Activator are control objects used to generate
some events that cause changes in the page containing them, while navigators are
control objects that cause a new page to be loaded. Secondly, OnlyOutput and
Interaction interactors can be strictly connected and dividing them may affect the
logic behind the whole application. For example, an OnlyOutput interactor could
contain the description of some Interaction interactor and they should thus be kept
together. Such relations are also described in the abstract user interface by means
of the composition operators: Ordering, Grouping, Hierarchy and Relation, already
discussed in the section dedicated to the logical description of user interfaces. The
strongest relation is the one concerning objects affected by the Grouping (G). This
operator applies to objects intended for tightly related tasks. A Grouping is not
split in case the affected elements are simple interactor. In case the Grouping af-
fects further composition elements, the grouping can be split only in case the further
compositions involve only visualisation or control part without mixing them. Rela-
tion is a candidate for splitting because it is often composed of a control part and
controlled ones. The Hierarchy operator (H) is an indicator of the importance of the
elements contained in the page. It identifies the tasks that must be highlighted in the
actual interface, in effect giving them a sort of higher visual priority over the other
elements of the page. In the process of page splitting, the element having the highest
level for the H operator is considered a possible candidate for display in the larger
screen. Hence, the H operator will be split in the event that the set of arguments
can be divided into two parts: the first one contains the main visualization part and
the second only interaction objects. The Ordering operator (O) can also identify a
potential splitting point. It relates to elements that are correlated by some kind of
order, such as temporal, and can apply to both visualization and control elements.
This is the case in which performing some operations like making a selection, causes
some other data to be visualised. In such a situation a set of interaction objects has
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to be manipulated in order to change the content of some other application objects.
As the O operator arguments are mostly interaction objects, they will usually pre-
cede all application objects. Thus we will consider the O operator splittable, only in
case the set of its argument can be divided into two parts, the first of which contains
only interaction objects and the second one containing only application objects.
6.5 Sample Applications
In this section we illustrate two sample application related to the scenarios intro-
duced in 6.2. The first application, Pisa Tour, has been used to show an example
of partial migration where the splitting of the page is required (case 1). The second
application, Movie Guide, is an example of migration without the splitting of the
page (case 2).
6.5.1 Pisa Tour - Partial Migration Case 1
The Pisa Tour application is a typical tourist web application giving tourist infor-
mation on Pisa. It was developed to test the partial migration functionalities when
page splitting is required. In figure 6.2.a it is shown the application to which it
is possible to apply partial migration. The Town Picture page allow the user to
visualise three different images of Pisa, by selecting them through three links in the
bottom of the page. The images are visualised in the center of the same page and
buttons for accessing the home page and the previous and next set of images are
available. Figure 6.2.b outlines the logical interactions involved in the Town Pic-
tures page and how operators compose them. In particular, we have PickImage1,
PickImage2, PickImage3, BackHome, PreviousImage, NextImage as Interaction in-
teractors and ShowMainInfo, being an OnlyOuput interactor. Using G to identify
Grouping and R for Relation, the composition of operators applied to the abstract
interactors of the sample is:
R(ShowMainInfo,G(G(BackHome,G(PreviousImage, NextImage)), G(PickImage1,
PickImage2, PickImage3 ))
To be more precise, in the interface we can see that NextImage and PreviousIm-
age are grouped by row, then they are grouped with BackHome still by row, as
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Figure 6.2: Partial migration case 1
they are kept in the same line. The result is grouped by column, that is vertically,
with the three image selections (which are once again grouped by row). All of them
are in relation to ShowMainInfo because if one of them is selected then the main
information presented changes. The splitting algorithm starts analysing the logi-
cal description from relation R1 that relates the interactor ShowMainInfo with the
grouping G2. Since the interactor is only for visualisation an all the elements in
the further composition operators contained in G2 are exclusively for control, the
interface can be split dividing ShowMainInfo from G2. At this point two different
presentations are obtained: the one containing ShowMainInfo is used to obtain a
final desktop page, while the one containing the grouping G2 is used to obtain the
control page to be run on the PDA. In figure 6.3 we can see the result of the page
containing the control part on the PDA and the visualisation part shown on the
target desktop platform.
6.5.2 Movie Guide - Partial Migration Case 1
The partial migration case 2, that is without the splitting of the interface is exempli-
fied through the Movie Guide application. The Movie Guide allows users to search
various information on a large set of movies. In the left top corner of figure 6.4, we
can see the PDA pages that allow to access the poster images of a list of movies.
The page contains a set of links, when the user selects one of them a new page
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Figure 6.3: Control part on PDA and visualisation part on desktop
containing only the chosen movie poster is shown. To see a different image, the user
has to get back to the page containing the links. In short when a link is selected a
new page is loaded. It is easy to see that the Movie Poster PDA page contains only
control elements (text and button links), a part from the title of the page. Each
new page accessed from one of those links contains only visualisation elements (the
movie poster image). This is partial migration case 2: asking for partial migration
from PDA to Desktop, the control page on the PDA remain unchanged, while the
pages accessed through this page are mapped to the corresponding desktop version
and sent to the desktop pc. The result of partial migration applied to the Movie
Poster page is shown in figure 6.4.
6.6 Summary of the Partial Migration
The partial migration allows the user to interact with two platforms at once. The
user that decides to partial migrate an application, will end up by controlling what
is shown onto a device by interacting with a different device. Depending on how the
interaction elements of the migrating page are composed into the higher level logical
descriptions, the partial migration can be performed in different ways. The first
one requires the splitting of the migrating page into control and visualisation part,
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Figure 6.4: Partial migration case 2
thus the two parts are loaded separately onto the two devices involved. The second
method makes no use of the splitting algorithm and is based on the adaptation of
the pages that already exists. In this chapter it is analysed the uni-modal partial
migration, with the hypothesis that both the source and the target device support
the same type of interaction modality (graphic). In next chapter we are going to
discuss migration between devices whose interaction modality is different.
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Chapter 7 Trans-modal Migration
7.1 Introduction to Trans-modal Migration
The Migration functionalities described in previous chapters were all oriented to
a graphic interaction modality, both target and source platform were supposed to
offer a graphic web browser through which the user could interact. In this Chapter
we describe a further evolution of the migration service, by adding the possibility
to switch among devices supporting different interaction modalities. In particular
we describe the graphic to vocal modality change calling this trans-modal migration
[BBP04] [BBP05b]. With the support for vocal interaction modality, we also present
a more efficient solution used for keeping the state of the application and the results
of the user test performed to verify the impact on users [BBP05a].
7.2 Scenario
The scenario presented in this section was built to underline the features of the trans-
modal migration service. The scenario concerns a restaurant booking application
and proposes an example of graphic to vocal migration.
Friday morning, Louis is at home and wants to organize a dinner with his friends
for the evening. He turns on his personal computer and opens the web site of
the town. He accesses the restaurant booking page, from which he starts selecting
restaurants one by one, in order to check the menu of the day. While Louis is
selecting the Mermaid restaurant main page, he realizes that it is getting late and
has to leave and go to work, thus requires the migration to his mobile phone. Louis
can now turn off the computer keep interacting with the application in vocal mode.
The vocal interface remembers the selected restaurant to Louis and tells him the
different options he can go through. Louis asks to hear the menu of the day, then
he asks to go back to the main restaurant options and asks for booking a table. The
system asks Louis to say his name, selects the preferred menu, and specifies the date
and time for booking. Finally, the system repeats all the information inserted to
Louis, asking for confirmation. Louis confirms the booking and keeps walking to his
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office, enjoying the thought of the dinner with his dearest friends.
7.3 Trans-modal Migration Analysis
Comparing graphic and vocal interaction, many differences can be found. Migrating
from an interaction modality to another, must be done avoiding to disorient the
users, then not only keeping task continuity but also helping them in having a smooth
interaction modality change. The computation of the target page is based on the
same algorithm used for total migration presented in chapter 5, while keeping task
continuity by handling the state resulting from user actions, has been performed
in a new way with the addition of vocal feedback messaging and the server side
application of the adapted state to the target presentation.
7.3.1 Graphic Interaction vs. Vocal Interaction
Graphic and vocal interactions rely on different interaction techniques because of
the differences between the associated media. In graphic browsers, many tasks can
be supported concurrently, all at once in a page, and the user can freely decide which
one to perform. Vocal navigation imposes a serialization of dialogues. At any time
only one interaction is available, even if users can choose to move at different points
of the dialogue structure. A part from interaction serialisation, another important
aspect of vocal interaction is the non persistence of information. Once the user
gives an input, it has no way to come back in the application and check what
was previously done. Instead this is possible in graphic browser that allows to see
several information at once and to navigate among previously accessed pages. This
means that the vocal interface must be designed including an appropriate feedback
messaging system in order to relieve the mnemonic effort of the users and helping
them in keeping track of the interaction steps performed. All those differences must
be considered not only in the interface design phase but also and mainly in the
migration process. In particular when the user migrates from a graphic to a vocal
interaction platform, the result of activities previously performed and still visible on
the graphic platform, will not be perceivable on the vocal platform just recovering
the state of the application. In order to avoid the user disorientation, it is necessary
to give a proper feedback message helping the user to remind previous interaction.
Last but not least, the graphic and the vocal final user interface are expressed
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through different implementation languages: HTML for graphic and VoiceXML for
vocal.
7.3.2 State Recovery and Feedback Messages
In order to keep task continuity, the first step is to recover the state of the migrating
interface. In this phase, we consider objects implementing corresponding tasks in
the source and target page. Generally, in different versions of the interface obtained
for different platform types, the same task can be implemented by means of different
interaction objects. In particular, while comparing graphic and vocal platforms, we
have HTML objects in one version and VoiceXML objects in the other one. For
example, the graphical interface task that performs a selection action can be imple-
mented by radio button while, in the vocal interface, this can be obtained through
a menu voice or DTMF (Dual Tone Multi Frequency) that is through keypads. An-
other interesting example is given when in the logical description of the presentations
there are two or more control interactors that enable the access to other application
pages: in the graphical interface they can be implemented by buttons or links while
in the voice interface once again the access can be performed through a voice menu
or DTMF. The description of the runtime state of a graphical object has to be trans-
lated into a description of the runtime state of the corresponding vocal object. For
example, if users select an option in the graphical interface they can listen its result
through the feedback of the choice in voice menu and vice versa, if users press a
particular number of keypad they can see the radio button corresponding the same
option selected in the graphical interface.
Server Side State Application
In uni-modal (graphic-to-graphic) migration solution that we have seen in previous
chapters, the runtime state was sent to the target device in a format adapted to its
resources. Applying the state to the page is the task of the migration client running
on the device. The same technique could be used in performing vocal to graphic
migration, but not for graphic to vocal. A typical vocal device has very limited
capabilities and the interaction support is limited to the interpretation of the vocal
input entered by the users and the rendering of the vocal interaction language. This
means that the target vocal device may not be able to apply the runtime state
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description sent by the server to the vocal interface. In order to allow migration
also towards those target devices having no computational capability other than
handling phone calls, all the work must be performed on the server side. Once
the vocal target page has been identified, a new temporary vocal presentation is
created. Such a presentation is a copy of the original presentation selected for the
target device, plus the suitably adapted runtime state. In this way, the original page
remains available on the server for access by other users and the modified copy is
removed when the target platform ends the call. The new server side solution for the
runtime state application has been integrated as a unique solution in the migration
service, thus for each kind of migration the runtime state is applied by the server
and the target device receives only the URL of the final presentation that already
includes the adapted interface state. This new solution is useful also in uni-modal
(graphic) migration since it minimize the computational effort of the client device
that is now relieved from the operation needed to activate the runtime state.
Vocal Feedback
In order to facilitate the users in continuing the interaction after migration towards
a vocal platform, the migration service inserts an initial audio feedback summarising
all the information already entered on the source platform. Feedback messages are
usually inserted in different points of the vocal application in order to remind users
of the inserted information. In migration towards a vocal platform, all the feedback
messages concerning the tasks already performed by users on the source platform
are given immediately after migration instead of waiting for the users to reach the
point in which the above mentioned feedback messages were originally put in the
vocal presentation.
When performing graphic to vocal migration, first the users will be reminded of the
information already inserted in graphic mode, hence they will be asked to complete
the missing tasks and will received feedback on information inserted through the
vocal platform after their interaction.
7.4 Sample Application and Evaluation Test
At this point of the migration service development evolution, we decided to put it
under evaluation. The trans-modal part of the migration service was the one that
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potentially could produce more causes for user disorientation. The graphic and the
vocal interaction modalities are very different between them, the user passes from
having a complete view of all the interaction objects of a presentation and freedom
to decide in which order to perform the interaction, to a serial and completely device
driven interaction. The aim of the test was to evaluate both the usability of the
migration service interface and the impact of the trans-modal migration on users. In
particular, we asked users to make use of the migration service in order to perform
a graphic to vocal migration and evaluate it through a questionnaire open to free
comments. The evaluation aimed to analyse the following points:
• Possible user disorientation caused by the modality interaction change.
• Easiness in continuing the interaction on a different platform.
• User feelings toward the design choices concerning the vocal feedback given
after migration.
7.4.1 Sample Application and Migration Client Interface
The trans-modal migration service was tested over the Restaurant application that
we developed using TERESA [PS03]. This application allows users to select a restau-
rant, accessing general information about it and finally make a reservation. We gen-
erated three different versions of the test application for: desktop, PDA and vocal
platform. Each interface differed from the others both in the way some tasks were
implemented and in the number of implemented tasks. This is due to the different
interaction facilities supported by the devices. It is preferable to avoid the use of
text insertion on PDA when possible, because the touch screen can be difficult to
use and require long time for this goal and selection-based interaction is preferred.
For example, the date insertion is implemented through a text field in the desktop
version and a selection object in the PDA version. More differences can be found
between a graphic and vocal interface. The vocal interaction is generally slower and
requires a higher mnemonic effort, since the interaction is strictly serial and the
inserted information is not persistent. For this reason in the vocal version all the
tasks not strictly necessary for the current application should not be supported. In
our example the insertion of free comments is one of the task that is supported in
the graphic interface and not in the vocal one. In figure 7.1 we can see both the
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Figure 7.1: Migration from desktop/PDA to vocal platform
migration client interface and the graphic interface of the Restaurant application
which has been used to test the service. The layout of the migration client and the
tasks that users could perform through it, were the same both for desktop and the
PDA. The main difference was that in the desktop users could work on two different
windows: one reserved to the migration client interface and the other containing the
Restaurant application, while on the PDA, both the migration client interface and
the Restaurant application were presented in the same browser window, separated
by two different frames. The decision of using frames on the PDA, is due to the fact
that on the PDA it is not possible to have to different browser windows at the same
time, indeed the script command for opening a new browser window has not effect
on it. The migration client interface provides commands for:
• Selecting an application to interact with.
• Loading the selected application onto a different window/frame.
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• Selecting a target device among the list of devices available for migration.
• Stop the device from accepting incoming application, in order to be unavailable
to work as a target device.
• Require partial migration.
7.4.2 Preparation and Execution
The Restaurant application was uploaded on a desktop pc together with the migra-
tion server. The same desktop was also used as a simulator for the vocal platform,
since the user were asked to perform graphic to vocal migration, the desktop played
the role of the target. Another desktop PC and a PDA were used as graphic source
platforms. The 20 users involved were divided into two groups. The first one started
with migration from PDA to vocal platform and repeated the experiment starting
with the desktop. The second started with the desktop and repeated the test us-
ing the PDA. Users were invited to load the Restaurant application on the graphic
platform, through the migration client. Then, they had to start booking a table at
a restaurant partially filling in a form. At some point, using the migration client
interface, they had to ask for migration toward the available vocal platform and
there complete the restaurant reservation task. After the session the users filled in
the evaluation questionnaire.
7.4.3 Results
The average user age was 33.5 years (min 23 - max 68). Thirty percent of them were
females, 65% had undergraduate degrees or higher and 55% had previously used a
PDA. Users had good experience with graphic interfaces but far less with vocal ones:
on a scale of 1 to 5, the average self-rating of graphic interface skill was 4.30 and
2.05 for vocal interfaces. For each migration experiment, users were asked to rate
from 1 to 5 the parameters shown in table 7.1. Vocal feedback was provided via both
the initial message, recalling the information inserted before migration, and a final
message at the end of the session about the information inserted after migration.
We chose this solution as the most likely to reduce user mnemonic effort. After
the test, we asked the users if they would have preferred only total final feedback
instead. Finally, we asked whether they noticed any difference between the graphic
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Parameters Desktop to vocal PDA to vocal
Migration client interface clearness 3.4 3.9
Interaction continuity easiness 4.35 4.65
Interaction continuity easiness 4.35 4.65
Vocal feedback usefulness 4.25 4.25
Table 7.1: Test results on a 1 to 5 scale
and vocal interface with the aim of finding out whether they could perceive the
different number of supported tasks (see table) 7.2. The numeric test results were
Parameters Laptop to vocal PDA to vocal
Only final vocal feedback preferred Yes 20% - No 80% Yes 20% - No 80%
Noticed different task set Yes 25% - No 75% Yes 20% - No 80%
Table 7.2: Test results Yes/No answer
interpreted taking into account the answer justifications and free comments left in
the questionnaire and considering user comments while performing the test.
7.4.4 Result Discussion
The service in itself was appreciated. Many users judged it as interesting and stimu-
lating. We received some criticisms concerning the clearness of the migration client
interface, as we can see from the low medium scores reported in the first row of
table 7.1. However, the users had never seen any migration interface before and
interacted with it more easily in the second experiment, thus, showing it was easy
to learn (figure 7.2). Contrary to our expectations, the users found easier to interact
with the PDA than with the desktop and stated that they would have preferred to
have both application and migration interface controls all in a single window on the
desktop as well. Interaction continuity received a slightly higher score in the PDA-
to-vocal case. Indeed, the PDA and the vocal versions were more similar in terms
of number of tasks than the desktop and the vocal ones. The difference in ease of
continuity between the two platforms is small, thus the interaction continuity ease is
influenced, but not compromised. Both the initial and the overall feedback through
the vocal application were judged positively. We expected the values to be closer
to the highest score, but the quality of the vocal synthesizer influenced the results.
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Figure 7.2: Migration client interface clearness
The vocal feedback design was appreciated and the 80% of the users did not want
to change the feedback style (table 7.2). A final concern was the disorientation of
users in continuing interaction not only by changing modality, but also in having
a different range of possible actions to perform. Only the 20 − 25% noticed the
difference and it was perceived more in the desktop-to-vocal case (table 7.2). In-
deed, the desktop interface contained more interaction objects than the PDA. While
further empirical work will certainly be needed to investigate usability of migratory
interfaces, some useful suggestions have been obtained by this study. The interface
of the migratory client can be improved with more direct selection of application
and target devices. More importantly, users were not disoriented by the interface
migration and appreciated the initial vocal feedback provided by the vocal device
and, when given the chance to remove it, chose to keep it. The users barely noticed
the difference in terms of number of tasks supported by the various devices. This
means that the interfaces were able to adapt to the interaction resources available
without creating sudden disruption in users’ expectation. Some users expressed in-
terest in the possibility of automatic migration, at the moment of the test we were
working on designing it.
7.5 Summary of the Trans-Modal Migration
In this chapter we have discussed how the trans-modal migration allows users to
switch between devices supporting different interaction modalities. In particular
we have focused on graphic to vocal interaction modality change. The different
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migration types seen up to now: total, partial and trans-modal are started on user
demand. This means that the user decide when and toward which target device to
migrate. In next chapter we present a solution for server side initiated migration,
introduced to overcome those cases in which some event occurs that prevent the
user to continue the interaction with the device at hand.
Chapter 8 Automatic Migration
8.1 Introduction to Automatic Migration
The types of migration considered in previous chapter were started by the user
issuing a migration request. We called this migration modality on demand. In this
chapter we discuss server initiated migration that we called automatic migration.
The need for server initiated migration came out from the consideration that some
events could occur that prevent the user from continuing the interaction through
the device currently used. For example in case of a mobile device, the battery
level could get very low and the device close to shutting down. In such a case the
automatic migration tries to transfer the user interface on one of the available devices
connected to the migration service, thus the users can continue their activities on a
different device. In on demand migration the target device to which to migrate was
selected by the user and its identifier included in the migration request sent to the
server. When migration is initiated by the server without any user intervention, it
is the responsibility of the server itself to properly select the potential target device.
Moreover, in case of automatic migration the server can not relies on the runtime
state description sent by the source device and a module for keeping track of the
user activities, thus monitoring the user interface state was introduced.
8.2 Scenario
Monday morning, Louis is driving his car when an accident blocks the road. Louis
will be late for work, so he decides to access the Agenda Application through the car
voice system to check his schedule for the day. The voice synthesizer welcomes Louis
to the Agenda Application and tells him all the available operations. Louis says -
Today’s schedule - to check the appointments fixed for the day and under a further
system request, he specifies that he wants to hear the appointments scheduled for
the morning. The synthesizer says that he has two appointments scheduled in the
morning and the first one is a meeting with the project coordinator at 10:00. Louis
asks for more details, meanwhile he arrives at work. As soon as he turns off the car,
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the application migrates automatically from the voice car system to the PDA that
Louis has in his pocket. Louis takes his laptop (already turned on and connected
to the migration service) under his arm and starts running to his office to collect
important documents for the meeting. Meanwhile he uses his PDA to check in which
room the meeting is to be held.
In the above scenario, the vocal interaction is supported by a voice car system.
In our analysis, we take into consideration a vocal interface accessed through a
mobile phone. Diverse voice car kits connect to the car owner mobile phone, as
soon as the vehicle is turned on allowing automatic call answering. With such kind
of equipment, migration can take place from the PDA to the mobile phone and
vice versa, giving the user the feeling that only the phone and the car are involved.
In particular, the user will not hear the phone ring, announcing graphic to vocal
migration, because of the automatic call answer feature, and will be able to continue
interacting, without any supplementary action to receive the call.
8.3 Automatic Migration Analysis
In the automatic migration solution, we keep updating the server-side data structure,
describing the runtime state of the application on the client. In this way, the server
does not have to query the client for its runtime state, in particular, when migration
is triggered because a previously available device becomes unavailable. Otherwise, it
would not be possible to retrieve the runtime state of the application running on it.
The other important new feature is the introduction of the client device classification
and localisation. Devices are classified in terms of features that guide the selection
of the target device for automatic migration. In particular, they are considered as
part of an environment.
In the presented scenario, when Louis turns off the car, two devices are available
as possible target devices: the laptop and the PDA. Being the laptop the most
powerful among the two devices and also having more interaction capabilities, it
could be expected that migration is toward it. At the contrary migration is toward
the PDA, this means that the laptop might have disabled incoming migrations, or
being in stand-by mode, that is why the migration server selects the PDA as the
target device.
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8.4 Device Classification and Target Selection
When asking for on demand migration, the user specifies which device has to be
the target. In this case, the only information concerning the target device that
is necessary, is a description of its type and its supported features. In automatic
migration, the target is selected by the server among the devices registered to the
service according to their features, settings and location:
• Features. When a device accesses the migration service, the server recognises
its platform type like mobile phone, PDA, desktop, vocal and features such as
the screen size, browser supported, etc. In particular, client devices are also
recognised as mobile or stationary.
• Settings. When the users start the client migration module, they have to
specify if the device has to be used as a personal or shared device. A device
is shared when more than one user can access it, while it is personal when
only the owner can use it. The availability to accept incoming migrating
interface has to be declared. Users can also register to the service, specifying
more devices that must be considered as potential target for migration. Such
devices are those that cannot load a migration client, but can be activated
directly by the server, in particular they can be fixed or mobile phones.
• Location. The server keeps track of the position of each active client. Devices
are considered near, when they are inside the same environment. An environ-
ment can be a room, when we consider a building or a car when we consider
the user moving outside. The current environment is mainly detected through
the use of WLANs. Stationary devices such as desktop PCs, are statically
considered into a specific environment that can not change until the device is
turned on, while mobile devices are subject to change position frequently and
their position is kept updated.
Figure 8.1 shows more in details the parameters used by the server for the automatic
target device selection.
8.4.1 Target Device Selection Algorithm
When selecting a target device for automatically triggered migration, the server
considers all the devices being in the same environment, in which the source device
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is, that are available to receive incoming applications. Checking the environment,
the migration assigns priority to the devices registered as personal and assigned to
the same owner asking for migration and that can be automatically activated, if
the owner has no other registered devices, the selection algorithm starts taking into
consideration the shared ones. In order to select the final target device, among the
set of available candidates the migration server analyses the interaction capabilities
and energy supply matters of the available devices. For example, we can think of a
user interacting with a vocal application through his mobile phone, while reaching
his desktop PC and having his PDA turned on in a pocket. The mobile phone is
losing battery power and turns off, the application must migrate, and both the PDA
and the desktop are close enough to the user. In this case, the desktop is selected as
the target device, because the PDA could also be affected by energy supply problems
and offers less interaction facilities than the desktop.
8.5 Server Side Client State Collector
When a new device enters the migration service, a state collection module is ac-
tivated on the client side and a corresponding one is created on the server side.
Generally speaking, a server can not access directly information inserted by users
on client devices, until they are submitted. In performing migration, we need what
has been inserted in the page shown to the user, to this purpose clients can provide
useful support in the runtime state collection. Any time the user interacts with an
element of an interface, the client module catches the generated event and immedi-
ately sends the new state of the object to the server. The captured events relate to
actions, such as objects selection and text insertion. The server keeps a description
of the runtime state of the pages loaded on the client, and updates it at each new
message received by the client. When a migration request has to be served, the
server analyses the description of the runtime state, associated to the client from
which the interface has to migrate to retrieve the URL of the last page visited by the
user and the runtime state of each object of the interface as it was when migration
was requested (or triggered). The last visited page URL is used in the process of
target page retrieval and the runtime state of the source page is elaborated to be
adapted to the retrieved target page.
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8.6 Sample Application
The actual setting up of the whole environment required to implement a scenario
like the one described in section 8.2 would have required too much effort to be
set up, especially for the connection of mobile phones to the migration server and
would have been also too expensive, issuing a call to a mobile phone can not be done
without passing through a telephony operator, and just debugging the application
would have resulted in a very expensive phone bill! The support for automatic
migration was tested over a simulation of environment changing and vocal device
connection. The migration client interface was enriched of an environment selection
and owner specification part, while an interface for the migration server has been
developed in order to visualise the information related to the device connected to
the service and simulate the connection of new devices. No new web application
where implemented to execute migration in an automatic style, any kind of the
previous test application for total uni-modal and trans-modal migration had to be
supported also by automatic migration. Moreover the missing of some necessary
support to handle migration from vocal devices required us to make some trick to
register PDAs or Desktops as vocal platform, just to verify the behaviour of the
Migration support that is the focus of this thesis. In figure 8.1 it is shown the
migration server interface, that we used to enters virtual devices to populate the
environment and check quickly different device setting conbinations. In the figure
we can also see a particular environment state. Let us suppose that in this situation
Louis is interacting with the Agenda Application described in section 8.2, by the
voice car system recognised as a vocal platform by the migration server (first row in
the figure). Louis starts interacting with the agenda and when he arrives at work
he turns off his car. The Migration environment recognises such situation and look
for a target device where to transfer the application interface (figure 8.1). First of
all there is a selection of all the devices connected to the migration service that are
located into the same environement, WLAN2 in this case. Thus, after this first
selection the system looks for devices owned by the same user that in this case is
Louis. In the environment WLAN2 there are two Louis’ devices, a PDA and a
Laptop (last two rows in figure 8.1). The most powerful of the two devices is the
laptop, but it is registered as not available for migration, then the PDA is selected.
In case no other Louis’ device were available in the same environment WLAN2, the
user interface would migrate on the Armand’s desktop PC, since it is in the same
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Figure 8.1: Migration server control interface
environment and it is registered as a shared device.
8.7 Summary of the Automatic Migration
In this chapter we have seen how automatic migration can help users to continue
their interaction when their device becomes suddenly unavailable. In case some
event prevents the users to continue interacting with the device at hand, the server
automatically try to migrate the application user interface to one of the other de-
vices available in the network. New modules for automatic collection of the user
interface state and the server side selection of the potential target device has been
added in order to allow the server initiated migration. In next chapter we present
the extension of the migration service including a proxy server and a reverse user
interface engineering module that allow migration also for those application hosted
by different servers and not developed with the TERESA tool.
Chapter 9 Proxy Aided Migration
9.1 Introduction to Proxy Aided Migration
All the different types of migration previously analysed relied on having the migrat-
ing applications and the associated logical descriptions on the same server running
the functionalities for migration. This was very hard limitation to the migration
service. First no application residing on a different web service could be migrated,
second neither the application non developed through the TERESA process (Chap-
ter 4) could be considered. In this chapter we present the overcoming of such
limitations through the integration of a proxy into the migration server in order
to support applications residing on different hosts, and the addition of user inter-
face reverse engineering process able to rebuilt the logical interface underlying the
non-TERESA developed applications. Through the new addition to the migration
service presented in this chapter, a user can potentially migrate any web application
between any type of platform [BMP05].
9.2 Scenarios
The differences in performing migration of TERESA generated application and non-
TERESA generated application is on the quantity of information residing on the
server and at which time the logical descriptions and the target interface are gener-
ated. Since the logical description handling occurs on the server, from the user point
of view there is no difference, and the same scenarios presented in previous chapters
could be used for introducing this last type of migration too. The only thing that
changes for the user, is the amount of applications that can be migrated. Despite
that new scenarios are presented to further show richer example applications that
will be used to illustrate the potentialities of applying migration to a wider set of
web applications.
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9.2.1 Trans-modal Migration Scenario
John is a very busy manager and his schedule for the week does not allow him to
go shopping. Tomorrow is his daughter’s seventh birthday and he has no choice but
to use the Internet to buy her a gift. He knows that his daughter likes animated
movies, thus, using his PDA he accesses the RentMovie site to search for some DVD
suitable for children. From the home page he selects the movie section that leads
him to the new release page. He can see the thumbnails of the latest movies DVD
covers. Shark Tale seems to be perfect as a gift. He goes to the movie page, selects
the more detail link and meantime reaches his car and gets in. As he starts the
car, the car voice system says: ”Hello John, it is not safe for you to work on the
PDA while driving, would you like to switch to the voice system?”. John says ”Yes”
and the speaker goes on: ”You have selected the DVD movie Shark Tale and asked
for more details. Do you want to hear ”cast, category or synopsis?” John answers
”synopsis”. The speaker starts reading the movie synopsis, and then asks if he wants
to buy the dvd or add it to his rent queue. John asks to buy it. The voice system
says ”You have chosen to buy the dvd movie Shark Tale, the price is 21.99. Say buy
for completing your purchase or stop for closing the application ”. John answers
”Buy” and the system goes on asking shipment and payment information. John
confirms again the purchase and exits the application.
9.2.2 Uni-modal Migration Scenario
Robert has an article accepted to Mobile HCI 2002 and he needs to register to the
forthcoming conference. He turns on his desktop, accesses the conference site and
starts filling in the registration form. After having filled the telephone field, an
alert on the screen advises him that it is very late and he has to join a meeting
regarding budget allocation for the new year. Robert asks for migration and the
registration page is transferred to the PDA from which he can continue to fill in the
fields exactly from where he left on the desktop, while moving to the meeting room.
Having completed the registration, Robert comes back to the conference home page
to check the programme of the event, to see when his talk is scheduled for. Selecting
the Sections link he gets the first part of the site menu from which he can finally
access the conference programme and see that he will be the first speaker of the
second conference day.
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9.3 Non Engineered Application Migration Anal-
ysis
This final version of the migration service, is based on the reasonable assumption
that it is possible to obtain the desktop version of the user interfaces from the Inter-
net. The migration/proxy server knows nothing in advance of the application that
users will access. In order to use the algorithms already developed for presentation
mapping and state adaptation, the server needs to access the logical descriptions of
both the migrating and the target page. In this case the migrating page is residing
on a different host and first its logical descriptions are not available, second the
target interface doesn’t exist and must be generated. This means that our server
first has to retrieve the source code of the migrating page, thus it has to reconstruct
the underlying logical descriptions from which the logical descriptions describing the
user interface for the target device will be produced, at the and the final target user
interface will be generated. Once we have generated all the required information, the
server is ready to apply the presentation mapping and state adaption algorithms in
order to support migration from source to target platform. These operations just al-
low the user to migrate from a platform to another type of platform, but what about
navigation after migration when the target device is a non-desktop platform? The
redesigned page will contain links to the pages into which the original page has been
transformed and also links that addresses different original desktop pages. When
the user clicks on these links, the server must intercept them and again generate an
appropriate version of the page for the requiring platform.
9.4 Service Architecture
This new version of the migration service architecture differs from the one presented
in previous chapters, in the introduction of the proxy functionalities, the user in-
terface reverse engineering and the user interface redesign capabilities. The source
versions, intended as desktop versions, of the user interfaces are retrieved from the
internet by the migration/proxy server, which also receives the access and migration
requests and performs interface adaptation and interface runtime state management.
This new environment allows to access pre-existing Web applications typically de-
veloped for desktop platform enhancing them with interface migration capabilities.
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Supporting non-TERESA user interface migration has been obtained introducing all
the changes on server side, from the user point of view the only thing that change
is the number of web applications that can be accessed through different type of de-
vices and made migratory. The users who wants to access the service, have to load
onto their devices the migration client software, the light weight piece of software
used by the server to identify the device and recognise its platform type, that also
permits to gather runtime information concerning the state of the interface running
on the device, and allows the user to issue migration requests. Figure 9.1 shows the
Figure 9.1: Migration of non-TERESA application service architecture
new architecture developed for the migration server and gives a first hint of the new
functionalities introduced in the server. The migration/proxy server behaviour can
be explained analysing the different situations it can cope with:
• Simple proxy. The user accesses the Web through a device that belongs to
the same platform type for which the pages where created for. The migra-
tion/proxy server retrieves the required page from the Web server and passes
it on to the client.
• Interface redesign. The user accesses the Web through a device that belongs
to a platform different from that for which the pages where created. As an
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example we can think of a vocal platform client accessing the pages designed
for the desktop. First, the migration/proxy server retrieves the required page
from the Web server, then the page is redesigned to be suitable for vocal
interaction and the resulting dialogue is activated on the vocal device.
• Migration from Desktop to non-Desktop platform. The user accesses the Web
through a device whose platform is the same for which the pages where created
for and at a certain point migration towards a different platform is required.
Let us consider for example a desktop to PDA migration. First, the target
device of the migration has to be identified. Thus, the page that was accessed
through the source device is stored and automatically redesigned for the PDA.
This is enough to support platform adaptation, but there is still one step to be
performed in order to preserve task performance continuity. The runtime state
of the migrating page must be adapted to the redesigned page. In addition,
the server has to identify the first page to activate in the target PDA. At the
end of the process the adapted selected page is sent to the PDA from which
the user can continue the activity which was left off on the desktop.
• Migration from non-Desktop to non-Desktop platform. The user accesses the
Web through a device whose platform is different from the one the pages where
created and at a certain point migration towards another different platform
is required. This is the most complex and interesting case, in which all the
functionalities of our migration/proxy server are involved. This case differs
from the previous one in the fact that both the source and the target device of
migration do not match the platform of the original Web pages, and both of
them require the associated interfaces to be redesigned. When redesigning the
interface for the target device, the migration/proxy server exploits the logical
descriptions concerning the original platform interface already built. This is
obtained by a double mapping of the runtime state information first from
original desktop interface to the source (desktop) reversed interface , hence
from the reversed desktop interface to the target redesigned interface. As an
example we can think of pages developed for desktop, accessed through a PDA
and migrating to a mobile phone. The necessary steps to perform this case of
migration are shown in figure 9.1:
1. User request of loading a web page from a PDA.
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2. The server asks the Internet for the original desktop page.
3. The page is retrieved and stored in the server.
4. The Desktop page is redesigned for PDA going through the generation of
the necessary logical descriptions.
5. The PDA redesigned page is sent to the PDA.
6. The user sends a migration request toward a vocal platform.
7. The server recognizes and identifies the target platform and accessing
the previously generated logical descriptions, redesign the interface for
the vocal platform. Thus the runtime state of the migrating page is
adapted to the new interface generated.
8. The vocal interface containing the adapted state is sent to the target
vocal platform.
Figure 9.2: Migration/proxy server behaviour
Figure 9.2 provides more details on how the server supports the migration, show-
ing the operation performed in a desktop to a non-desktop (PDA in the figure)
migration case. It must be said that when migration is asked from a non desktop
platform, the server keeps accessing the original version of the interface (desktop)
logical descriptions in order to generate the required final target interface. When a
request of migration arrives, first the source page (supposed to be desktop version)
is retrieved from the Internet and stored by the proxy. A redesign phase is started
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with the aim of reconstructing the underlying logical descriptions of the source page.
Such descriptions are the input for the semantic redesign algorithm that uses them
to generate the logical descriptions that describes the user interface for the target
platform. Forward engineering is the final step required to obtain the final target
page(s). The number of pages obtained my vary depending on the type of the target
platform. The term page is used for giving a more user friendly idea of the result,
indeed the term ”final presentation” should be used. Talking about pages is ap-
propriate when migration involves platforms offering a graphic interaction, it is not
proper term when talking about vocal interaction. The proxy and the sheer redesign
functionalities are out of the aim of this thesis and more details about them can be
found in [BMP05], in section 9.5 we will see more details on the reverse engineering
step.
9.4.1 Server Modules
This section describes the different server modules that are activated in order to
support a migration request toward a non-desktop platform and for supporting nav-
igation from the non-desktop platform after migration.
Migration request
The migration request is sent through a form submission that causes the activation
of a servlet. The steps performed in order to serve a migration request toward a
non-desktop platform are the following (see also figure 9.3):
• activation of the proxy for locally saving the original desktop page that has to
be migrated,
• reverse step for reconstructing the logical descriptions of the original page,
• updating the data structure containing information about the relations among
tasks, pages and presentations, with the information concerning the source
page,
• redesign for obtaining both the logical descriptions and the Final User Interface
for the target device, starting from the logical descriptions of the original page,
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• updating the data structure containing information about the relations among
tasks pages and presentations, with the information concerning the new re-
designed page(s),
• mapping for selecting the appropriate target page and for applying the runtime
state information,
• sending of the selected target page url to the target device. The migration
client running on the target device loads the page into a browser window.
Figure 9.3: Serving migration request - server modules
Navigation after migration
The pages redesigned for a non-desktop platform contains two different types of
link: the first permits navigation among the other new redesigned pages that have
been generated for the migration, the second is for connections to further desktop
pages that has not been visited yet. In order to support navigation from the target
device, after migration, the reverse module modifies those links that still refers to
original desktop pages. The links are transformed in order to activate the servlet
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LinkTransformer and passing to it the original link value as a parameter. The servlet
LinkTransformer is in charge of starting the process for locally saving the original
page and performing the reverse - redesign step that generates pages adapted to the
requesting platform. The steps performed when navigation from the target device
is required are the following (see also figure 9.4):
• request to the MigrationServer to check whether the required page was previ-
ously visited.
In case the page had been already accessed:
– retrieving from the MigrationServer the url of the target page previously
generated,
– sending to the PDA the url of the page to be loaded.
whereas:
– Activating the proxy for locally saving the original desktop page,
– reverse step for reconstructing the logical descriptions of the original page,
– redesign for obtaining both the logical descriptions and the Final User
Interface for the target device, starting from the logical description of the
original page.
– retrieving the url of the first target page to be loaded,
– storing of the url of the visited page and the associated target page ref-
erences,
– sending to the target device the page to be loaded.
Deciding When Generating New Logical Descriptions
When working with applications hosted on different servers, the generation of the
logical descriptions at runtime can be required several times. For example it is
necessary when a non-desktop platform accesses the web, when migration is required
toward a non-desktop platform and when the user starts navigating from a non-
desktop platform after a migration. It may happens that different users, or even the
same user, access the same page more than once. In this case generating again the
logical descriptions for that page would be a waste of time, since the operation was
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Figure 9.4: Navigation after migration - server modules
already done at the first access and the descriptions previously generated could be
used. Using always the previously generated information for pages that have been
previously accessed would not be the optimal solution, because the page could have
been updated in the meantime and the old logical descriptions would not contain
the changes. the effect for the user would be migration toward a redesigned previous
version of the page. The migration server uses a mixed solution. The pages and
the logical description generated are saved and when a redesign is necessary for a
page that had previously been redesigned, the server checks if the date concerning
the last modification of the actual page. If it has changed since the page was saved,
than the page is saved again and the logical descriptions built anew, otherwise the
previously saved information are used. Figure 9.5 shows an example of the xml file
use to store information about pages and the stored logical descriptions. For each
visited page for which has been generated the logical description the server stores
the url and the date and time corresponding to the Last-Modified date of the page,
then the path of the html saved file and the path of the xml logical descriptions are
saved.
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Figure 9.5: Saved pages XML
9.5 User Interface Reverse Engineering
The generation of the user interface for the new platform, starts with a reverse engi-
neering step. From the Web page the three logical descriptions at different abstrac-
tion level are built: the concrete interface level, consisting of a platform-dependent
description of the user interface but independent from the implementation language;
the abstract interface level, consisting of a platform-independent description of the
user interface; the task level, where the logical activities are considered (Chapter 4).
There have already been proposals aiming to provide some support for reverse en-
gineering of user interfaces. For example, WebRevEnge [PP03] automatically builds
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the task model associated with a Web application, whereas Vaquita [BV02] and its
evolutions build the concrete description associated with a Web page. In order to
support the automatic redesign for migration purposes, we need to reconstruct con-
crete, abstract and task description. We have developed new transformations able
to take Web pages and then provide any of the three possible logical descriptions.
The information regarding the abstract description is integrated in the concrete
description. In fact, the concrete description is a refinement obtained by adding
information regarding concrete attributes to the structure provided by the abstract
description. The abstract interface level represents platform-independent seman-
tics of the user interface and it is responsible for the way interactors are arranged
and composed together. The concrete interface level represents platform-dependent
descriptions of the user interface and is responsible for how interactors and composi-
tion operators are implemented in the chosen platform with their related information
content (for example, in case of desktop graphical interface we have edit text, list,
radio button, etc.).
The concrete and the anstract descriptions are used in the redesign phase in order
to drive the changes in the choice of some interaction object implementations and
their features and rearrange their distribution into the redesigned pages (for example,
a graphical list can be mapped onto an abstract selection, which is then mapped
onto a vocal enumerate choice). Both task and logical interface descriptions are
used in order to find associations between task support implemented in the original
interface and in the redesigned one and associate the runtime state of the migrating
application.
9.5.1 CUI/AUI from HTML
The first logical level built is the Concrete User Interface (CUI). The Abstract User
Interface (AUI) is easily obtained by the CUI removing the specification of those de-
tails that make the CUI platform dependent while keeping presentation organisations
and interactor compositions. For example in the AUI we can have an interactor that
is a low cardinality selection element and in the CUI there could be the indication
that this low cardinality selection interactor will be implemented as an X/HTML
radio button or as a VoiceXml Menu. Each page is reversed into a presentation
and each interaction object into an interactor. Interactors are composed by means
of composition operators. The goal of such composition operators is to identify
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the designers communication goals, which determine how the interactor should be
arranged in the presentation. Thus, we have a grouping operator indicating that
there is a set of elements logically connected to each other, a relation operator in-
dicating that there is one element controlling another set of elements, a hierarchy
operator indicating that different elements have different importance for users, and
an ordering operator indicating some ordinal relation (such as a temporal relation)
among some elements (chapter 4). The reversing algorithm processes the DOM tree
of each page. In order to acquire it, it is necessary to have well formed X/HTML
files. Since many of the pages available on the Web do not satisfy such requirement,
before starting the reversing phase, each page is parsed using the W3C Tidy parser
[Rag], which corrects features, such as missing and mismatching tags, and returns
the DOM tree of the corrected page. Each page is mapped onto a presentation.
The reversing algorithm recursively analyses the DOM tree of the X/HTML page
starting with the body element and going in depth. For each tag that can be di-
rectly mapped onto an interactor a specific function analyses the corresponding node
and extracts information to generate the proper interactor or composition operator.
In the following table we show how X/HTML and logical elements are associated.
Given that the semantic distance between the implementation and the logical user
interface description is not great, associations usually provide meaningful results.
When handling with elements that are reversed into grouping, we have to decide
if the grouping is by column or by row. In case the inner elements are separated
by break line tags <br/> or by paragraphs <p>...<p/>, that causes elements to
be positioned in different lines in the page, the resulting grouping is by column,
otherwise it is by row.
The recursive analysis of the DOM nodes has to handle three basic cases:
• The X/HTML element is mapped into a concrete interactor. This is a recursion
endpoint. The appropriate interactor element is built and inserted into the
XML based logical description.
• The X/HTML node corresponds to a composition operator. The proper com-
position element is built and the function is called recursively on the X/HTML
subtree . The subtree analysis can return both interactor and interactor com-
position elements. Whichever they are, the resulting concrete nodes are in-
serted into the composition element from which the recursive analysis started.
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X/HTML element Abstract element / operator
Ordered List Ordering
Unordered List Ordering
Table Grouping (by column)
Table Row Grouping (by row)
Table Data Grouping (by column/row)
Form Relation
Input Text Textfield
Input Checkbox Selection
Input Radio Selection
Input Reset Activator
Input Submit Activator
Input Button Navigator
Div Grouping
Fieldset Grouping
Anchor Navigator
Text Description (Text)
Image Description (Image)
Table 9.1: Associations used in the reverse engineering process
• The X/HTML node has no direct mapping to any concrete element. If the ele-
ment has no child nodes, no action is taken and we have a recursion endpoint,
otherwise recursion is applied to the element subtrees and each child subtree
is reversed and the resulting nodes are collected into a grouping composition.
For example, this is the case of tag <P>...< /P> delimitating a paragraph.
Tables
A word apart must be spent for html tables. The original purpose of the table
element is to show amount of data organised into rows and columns. Unfortunately,
many web pages doe not respect the X/HTML table true aim and often tables are
used for page formatting purpose. When reversing the web page into a higher level
logical description, it is necessary to distinguish how tables have been used in order
to build a logical description that really reproduces the structure of the page and
acquires the underlying user tasks. We will call layout tables those tables used for
layout purpose and data tables the ones used as proper tables for showing data.
Here the point is how to distinguish the two types of table. For such a purpose we
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use the following principles:
• if a table contains the tags: <header>, <footer> and/or <caption> it is a
data table;
• a table having border size set to ”0” is probably a layout table;
• conversely a table having border size > 0 is probably a data table;
• considering the DOM tree of the page, a table being the first child of the
<body> node and having no brother elements is probably a layout table.
• if we have nested tables, probably the external ones are layout tables while the
internal ones are are data tables.
In order to support data table a new table description interactor has been added to
the Desktop CUI used by TERESA (appendix B.3), this element is shown together
with the other new elements further in this section. Those tables recognised as layout
tables are reversed into a multiple composition of the grouping operator, trying to
reproduce the meant layout. Thus, tables, table rows, and table cell are reversed
into a grouping and then composed together. More in details a table becomes a
grouping by column of what is obtained reversing each table row. A table row
becomes a grouping by row of what is obtained reversing each contained table cell.
A table cell (table data element) becomes a grouping by row or column, depending
on its content, of its reversed child elements.
Text and Images
Text and images also must be carefully handled. It would be possible to build a
CUI element for each text node and image found with the risk to obtain a very
bulky CUI-Desktop file. the first refinement is to join all adjacent text nodes and
text formatting nodes into a unique reversed element. More, we must be aware of
the possibility of collecting text and images into a unique description CUI element.
Finally when a text node or an image node has no other similar adjacent nodes,
they are reversed respectively into the corresponding text and image CUI elements,
otherwise they are all collected into a single description element. Consider the
following html piece of code:
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<img id = "image1" alt = "Blue Marble" src = "blue.gif" />
This is an example of very rare kind of marble. <br />
Its blue color is due to
Applying the Html-CUI mapping as it is we would get an image description and two
text description CUI elements being the text separated by a node representing the
<br /> tag. Making a more reasoned reversing, we will have a single description
element containing one image and one text element where the <br /> tag is inserted
as part of the text and not as a node. Figure 9.6 compares the code obtained by
the plain reverse and the code obtained with a smart reverse.
Figure 9.6: Plain reverse towards smart reverse (CUI from HTML)
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New Elements Added to the CUI
While building up the X/HTML to CUI reversing module, it was noticed that the
original TERESA Desktop Concrete User Interface description language (appendix
B.3) could not catch some of the elements that were found in the pages. In particular
there was no possibility to express tables (data tables), email sending action and
pieces of text including links. In order to add expressiveness to the Concrete User
Interface (Desktop) language, new interactors has been added:
• table: inserted as a new description element. It allows to give a higher level
description of the X/HTML <table> element, when the table is meant for
showing data sets and not for layout purposes.
• emailto: inserted as a new activator element. It allows to give a description
for the ”emailto” link. The ”emailto”, when clicked, causes the opening of a
new window that can be used for writing and sending an email to the specified
email address. When the email is sent (or in any case the new window is
closed) the interaction can continue on the page from which the email editing
page was opened.
• interactive description inserted as a new interaction element. It allows to
express the mixing of text and links. It is not a good design choice for web
pages to put links inside the text and since TERESA was built to generate well
designed pages, that is why such possibility was not considered in the tool.
Yet, in performing the reverse engineering of existing web pages, the mixing
of text and links is often encountered, thus we decided to add the description
of such kind of situation also at the Concrete User Interface description level.
The code for inserting the table element to the original TERESA Desktop-CUI, that
can be found in appendix B.3, is the following:
<!ELEMENT description ((textual?, image?) | (image?, textual?)
| table)>
...
<!ELEMENT table (head?, body, foot?)>
<!ATTLIST table
summary CDATA #IMPLIED
label CDATA #IMPLIED
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border NMTOKEN #IMPLIED
color CDATA #IMPLIED
align (%font_align;) #IMPLIED
height CDATA #IMPLIED
width CDATA #IMPLIED>
<!ELEMENT head (row)>
<!ELEMENT foot (row)>
<!ELEMENT body (row+)>
<!ELEMENT row (table_cell+)>
<!ATTLIST row
color CDATA #IMPLIED
align (%font_align;) #IMPLIED>
<!ELEMENT table_cell (textual|image)>
<!ATTLIST table_cell
vertical_align (%font_align;) #IMPLIED
horizontal_align (%font_align;) #IMPLIED
color CDATA #IMPLIED >
The code inserted in the CUI for describing the ”emailto” is the following:
<!ELEMENT activator (reset_button | button_and_script | mailto)>
...
<!ELEMENT mailto (textual | image)>
<!ATTLIST mailto
address CDATA #REQUIRED>
Finally the code added to express the mixing of text and links, thus the interac-
tive description, is:
<!ELEMENT interaction (selection | editing | control
| interactive_description)>
...
<!ELEMENT interactive_description (textual | navigator | activator)+>
Building connections
Whenever a navigator object or relation operator is generated, the algorithm keeps
track of the CUI element ID and the url to which interacting with the corresponding
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interaction object leads to. This, only in case the link refers to a page of the same
web site. After having reversed each page into presentations, connections among
presentations are built on the bases of the (object ID, url) pairs.
Unnesting Operators
In some cases the CUI generated may have deep unnecessary operator composition
nesting. An operator is considered unnecessary when it contains only one child
element. A function recursively replace all unnecessary operators with their children
subtrees. This can not be done with relation operators, because it would cause the
disappearing of corresponding connections. Indeed a well formed relation always has
at least two children, the second of which is the part leading to a connection. The
first child however could be another operator composition and must be unnested
as well. For example an html table like the following one: would be reversed in a
blue white green
Table 9.2: Sample HTML table generating unnesting
column grouping (the table), containing a row grouping (the table row), containing
a three column grouping (the three table cell) each of them containing a text element
as showun in figure 9.7. This in case it is considered as a layout table. After the
unnesting we will have only a row grouping of three text element as shown in figure
9.8.
Figure 9.7: Nested groupings
9.5.2 CTT from CUI/AUI
Reversing from the concrete or abstract logical description to the task model is
done taking into consideration the same kind of information. This means that the
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Figure 9.8: Unnested groupings
composition operators and the interactors types are considered while the lower level
platform details that the CUI add to the AUI are not considered. This allow us to
talk indifferently of reversing from CUI or AUI to CTT.
Reversing single presentation
Each logical presentation can contain both elements that are the description of single
interactor objects and composition operator elements. The composition operators
can contain both simple interactors and multiple composition operators. Our reverse
engineering transformation builds a task model represented through the Concur-
TaskTrees notation (CTT) [Pat99]. For each presentation a CTT abstraction task
node is built, to which the subtrees obtained by reversing the elements contained
in the presentation are connected through the appropriate temporal operator. Each
composition operator in the logical user interface is reversed into an abstract task
node, whose children are the tasks obtained by reversing the elements to which the
operator applies. The reversed children are connected through CTT temporal op-
erators as shown in Table 9.3. As we can see from table 9.3, the Relation operator
X/HTML element Abstract element / operator
Grouping Interleaving
Ordering SequentialEnabling
Hierarchy Interleaving
Relation Interleaving among interaction elements
Disabling with control element
Table 9.3: Associations used in the reverse engineering process
differs from the others having a single type of operators composing inner elements.
The Relation operator is usually associated with cases where there is one control
element that can trigger some other activity while disabling other interactions which
were available concurrently. Each interactor is reversed into the corresponding CTT
task. A CTT task element is characterised by its category and type. The category
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indicates how the task performance is allocated and can take the following values:
• abstraction: for higher level tasks with subtasks allocated differently. This
category of task is associated with composition operator elements and the
overall access to one presentation.
• interaction: for tasks obtained by reversing interaction interactor elements.
• application: for tasks obtained by reversing only-output interactor elements.
Building up the whole task model tree
Once each single presentation has been reversed, the corresponding CTT subtrees
must be composed to build up the whole application task model tree. The root
node of the tree is an abstraction task representing the whole application. The
presentation subtrees are inserted, directly or grouped through a further abstraction
node, as children of the root. The order in which presentation tasks are inserted,
the temporal operators connecting them and their possible groupings depend on the
connections among presentations in the CUI. In building up the task model we have
two possible cases:
• Case 1 : the CUI presentation P1 is connected to only one presentation P2,
and the corresponding reversed CTT tasks are named Task1 and Task2. In the
task model Task1 has Task2 as a right sibling and is connected to it through
a SequentialEnabling temporal operator (see figure 9.9).
• Case 2 : the CUI presentation P1 is connected to more than one presenta-
tion, let’s call them P2, P3, P4, and the corresponding reversed CTT tasks
are named Task1, Task2, Task3, Task4. In the task model Task1 will be
connected through a SequentialEnabling operator to a new abstract task (Se-
lectPresentationFromP1) whose children are Task2, Task3, Task4 connected
through a Choice temporal operator (see figure 9.10).
Task model cleaning
The recursive rules used in reversing the CUI logical description of an application
into the application task model, can generate task trees with more nodes than what
is strictly required. It may happens to find out abstraction tasks having only one
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Figure 9.9: Single connection reverse
Figure 9.10: Multiple connection reverse
child. In such case, the child node is raised one level higher replacing the parent
task. The CTT description language requires to specify the parent and sibling nodes
for each task, hence, while removing a task from the tree and replacing it with its
child, the relationships among nodes must be recovered.
9.6 Trans-modal Sample Application
The MovieRent site has been designed for a desktop platform. In our scenario 9.2.1
the user accesses the site using a PDA. The migration/proxy server intercepts the
PDA page requests to the MovieRent site, retrieves the Web pages and applies the
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reverse-redesign process to generate an interface version for the PDA platform. Be-
fore the reverse engineering process, the Proxy Server filters some dynamic elements
of the page (such as advertising, animations, old archive material, etc) and removes
the elements implementing tasks not suitable for the new target platform. This last
operation is performed with the help of a database of common Web terms drawn
from a pool of Web sites for electronic commerce. When the user selects the Shark
Figure 9.11: Movie Rent - trans-modal Migration
Tale movie from the New Release page in the redesigned PDA page, the link still
refers to the original page in the desktop version. The migration/proxy server re-
trieves it and produces the PDA interface shown in figure 9.11. Notice that tabbed
panels in the desktop version (figure 9.11, right side) have been transformed into
links in the PDA presentation and Reviews tabbed panel has be removed because it
contains elements for an activity (long text insertion) not suitable for a PDA plat-
form. Moreover, the left column containing links is repeated in all desktop pages,
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but to gain screen space they are inserted only in the main PDA presentation, which
can always be accessed reaching the main PDA presentation. Figure 9.11 also shows
the central part of the Shark Tale DVD related page for desktop. At this point of the
scenario, the user enters his car and the application migrates to the voice car system.
The migration/proxy server refers again to the original desktop page for building a
vocal interface. The vocal interaction is represented in figure 9.11, where we can see
the dialog corresponding to the desktop Shark Tale page having the tabbed panel
More Details selected. Thus follows the dialogue concerning the shipment and pay-
ing information and corresponding to the form that in the desktop version is loaded
after clicking on the Buy Now button. When the user selects More Details on the
PDA a new redesigned page is loaded. When migrating towards the voice system,
the graphic to vocal redesign is done starting from the abstract description of the
original page designed for the desktop platform, while the URL of the page loaded
on the PDA is interpreted as a interface state information indicating which tabbed
panel must be visualized. Redesigning for the vocal platform, the tool generates a
feedback message reminding the user which point of the interaction he reached. The
vocal interface continues to provide the movie information and enables the possibil-
ity of interrupting the active dialogue to access the menu dialogue through particular
keywords (such as ”menu”). Notice that the presentation of movie information in
the vocal platform should not be too detailed. This is obtained by considering only
important elements and filtering minor ones (such as running time, DVD Release,
etc.) with the support of the terms database for typical vocal activities. Thus, the
vocal system provides the possibility of making a choice between cast, category and
synopsis.
9.7 Uni-modal Sample Application
This section shows an example of uni-modal (graphic) and proxy-aided migration,
referring to the scenario presented in section 9.2.2. The example is based on the
Mobile HCI 2002 conference site tha has been designed only for desktop platform.
Robert starts filling in the registration form and when he asks for migration, the
migration server recognises that the most suitable target device is a PDA, thus
the registration page is stored by the proxy server and reversed into the CUI logical
description that is used to split and redesign the page for the PDA. The PDA screen
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Figure 9.12: Movie Rent - home page transformation
is too small for containing all the interaction objects of the original page, therefore
the redesign algorithm properly divides it into smaller pages adapting them to the
PDA features. Once the redesign phase is completed, the runtime state of the
desktop original page is transformed and applied to the new pages. The redesigned
page, containing the interaction object corresponding to the last task performed by
the user, that is the Telephone field, is finally loaded onto the PDA (Figure 9.13).
The redesigned pages still contain links to unvisited pages of the original desktop
version pages of the site. When Robert selects the link for accessing the home page,
the proxy server retrieves the desktop version. Then, the reverse engineering and the
semantic redesign process are applied again so that, lastly, Robert sees the different
sections of the home page on his PDA divided into multiple parts and properly
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Figure 9.13: MHCI02 - registration form
fitting the PDA screen.
9.8 Evaluation Test
The Proxy-aided Migration Service described in this chapter was tested on a pool
of users, to evaluate the impact of migration and the usability of the PDA presen-
tations obtained through the redesign phase. Users were asked to start interacting
with a desktop pc and use the migration client interface to load the test applica-
tion Virtual Tuscany Tour (figure 9.15). Thus they could freely interact with the
application and at a certain point they were asked to fill in a form for requiring
tourist documentation about Tuscany. The form had to be filled in partially, choos-
ing any fields in any preferred order, thus the users had to interact again with the
migration client interface on the desktop to require migration towards the PDA and
continue the registration on the new device. They also where asked to check pre-
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Figure 9.14: MHCI02 - home page
viously inserted information and performing some more tasks on the PDA. Finally,
users where asked to fill in an evaluation questionnaire.
9.8.1 Example Application
An example application was build in order to exploit the potentialities of the proxy
aided migration service. We developed the desktop version of Virtual Tuscany Tour,
a tourism oriented web application about Tuscany and we hosted it on a server dif-
ferent from the one where the migration/proxy server was running. Figure 9.15a
shows the desktop version of the page through which users could require Tuscany
related documentation, by filling in a form. In this case we can see a partially
compiled form. Requiring for migration towards a PDA platform, causes the proxy
to save the page and the reverse engineering process to reconstruct its logical de-
scriptions. The redesign phase produces five different pages reorganizing underlying
tasks and their implementation. Figure 9.15b shows the pages sent to the PDA with
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the appropriate state recovered from the source desktop page state. The first PDA
page to be loaded is the one containing the selection of the country, being the last
task performed on the desktop platform before migration; from this page the user
can continue to fill in the missing fields, and can check information inserted before
migration, by accessing the previous part of the form implemented in a different
PDA presentation. The user can also continue accessing the PDA main PDA page
from which it is possible to access the pages containing the main menu and the links
respectively on the left side and on the bottom bar of the desktop source page in
figure 9.15.
Figure 9.15: Proxy-aided migration: test application
9.8.2 Preparation and Execution
The Virtual Tuscany Tour was uploaded on a web server of our LAN, while a desktop
PC and a PDA played the role of the client devices for the experiment. The test
considered a desktop to PDA migration thus the first one was used as the source
and the latter as the target. We started the migration/proxy server before the user
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started the experiment and for each one of them we initiated the application client
software on both the target and the source. Each user was invited to load the Virtual
Tuscany Tour application onto the desktop through the migration client and to start
interacting with it. Users were also invited to reach the form for information request
and to partially fill it in. At this point the users came back to the migration client
interface using it for selecting the PDA as the target device and sent a migration
request. Users completed the form using the PDA meanwhile they were asked to
access previously inserted information or to find other pages they had visited before
migration.
9.8.3 Results
The experiment involved 20 users whose average age was 31.94 years (min 22 - max
58). Forty percent of them were females, 85% were graduate or had a higher degree.
Users had good experience in accessing web applications through desktop platform
and far less through pda: on a scale of 1 to 5, the average self-rating of web browsing
through desktop platform skill was 4.35, while pda usage ability was 1.95.
The evaluation questionnaire was divided into two parts, one concerning mi-
gration as a whole service and one related to the effect of redesigning pages from
desktop to pda platform. The migration related part asked to give a 1 to 5 score
to the parameters shown in Table 9.4 together with the average values collected.
User were also asked to say whether they would have changed anything in the way
Parameters Desktop to vocal
Migration Service Usefulness 4.1
Migration Client Interface Clearness 4.1
Easiness in Continuing Interaction After Migration 4.4
Easiness in Retrieving Information Previously Inserted 4.75
Table 9.4: Test results 1-5, first part
migration was issued and only the 55% of them answered no. We will see how this
gave useful suggestions for improving the migration client interface in the section
dedicated to test result discussion. In Table 9.5 we show the average scores collected
for the redesign part and the parameters we asked to evaluate, still on a 1 to 5 score
scale. A final question concerning the redesign part was about noticing changes in
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Parameters Laptop to vocal
Visual Impact of PDA Redesigned Pages 3.9
Functional Navigation Structure on PDA 4.1
Interaction Difficulties due to Redesign Result 1.6
Interaction Difficulties due to PDA device 1.75
Table 9.5: Test results 1-5, second part
the redesigned pages compared to the original ones. The 40% said yes, and we will
see what this means in the test result discussion section.
9.8.4 Result Discussion
The numeric test results were interpreted taking into account the answer justifica-
tions and the free comments left in the questionnaire and considering user comments
while performing the test. The evaluation questionnaire was not only a mere col-
lection of numeric values, because users where asked to write down justifications for
each answer and free comments where allowed. This gave us the possibility to better
understand numeric results. Scores from 4 to 5 were considered good or very good,
while scores from 1 to 2 where associated to a poor result, finally 3 was considered
not bad, but ”it could be better”. Looking at Table 9.4, we can see that all the
average scores concerning migration evaluation where higher than 4, moreover as we
can see in figure 9.16, scores below 2 did not pass the 10%. Some of the people that
didn’t find useful the migration client said that they simply don’t use any PDA, this
doesn’t seems to be an objective criticism. The migration client interface resulted
to be quite clear since it was considered basic and easy to use, some uncertainty was
found just because it was never seen before, as some user commented, at a second
usage they would have known straight what to do. The values about interaction
continuity and access to information inserted before migration, can be considered
very satisfactory. Finally we said that the 45% of users would have changed some-
thing in the way the migration was performed. This most referred to the showing
of IP addresses in the selection of the target device (instead of a significant label),
we could expect such criticism, indeed the migration client interface was at proto-
typical stage and will be improved. Concerning the evaluation results obtained for
the redesign part (see Table 9.5 and Figure 9.17) we did not get the best results
for the visual impact of redesigned pages. This is possibly due to the fact that we
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Figure 9.16: Test result chart, first part
could not use the latest version of the Pocket Internet Explore on the PDA and some
of the features we put on the pages were not rendered by the browser. With the
new version the result could have been more appreciated. The navigation structure
of the redesigned pages was appreciated, by the way we noticed that some people
had difficulties in finding the links positioned at the bottom of the pages, while the
ones at the beginning seemed easier to be accessed. Indeed some of the redesigned
pages had links both on the top and on the bottom; taking into consideration the
difficulties found by the users, we will modify the redesign part, moving all the links
in a page at the beginning, this make sense as it is as logically grouping all the nav-
igational element in a fixed position. About difficulties of interacting on the PDA
platform, the number must be interpreted in a converse way, since the parameters
are related to a negative feature; this means that the lower the value, the better the
result. As we can see in Table 9.5, some difficulties were found while interacting
with the PDA, but it must be said that the most of users never had used one before
and many difficulties raised just from a low knowledge of the platform. Finally users
said they noticed changes between the desktop and the PDA presentations. This
question was made in order to understand if changing the object implementing the
same task while changing platform, could disturb the users (i.e. a desktop pull down
menu with hundreds of choices transformed in a PDA text field ). The comments left
in the questionnaire outlined that the changes noticed where the obvious one, most
concerning the fact that a desktop single page had been split into more PDA pages
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Figure 9.17: Test result chart, second part
and images where reduced in size. They did not make any observation concerning
the different implementation of some tasks, hence we can state that the differences
did not disturb them.
9.9 Summary of the Migration of Non Engineered
User Interfaces
This chapter has described the final version of the migration service including the
proxy and the reverse engineering functionalities. Herein we overcame the previous
limitations of the service, potentially allowing migration for every user interface
on the web, whichever host it is hosted on and without the need of previously
generated logical user interface descriptions. The user test performed on this last
version showed that the service was appreciated by users and gave us useful feedback
to improve the appearance of the redesigned pages and the migration client interface
appearance.
Chapter 10 Conclusion and Future Work
This thesis has analysed the potentialities of user interface migration and has pre-
sented a solution for supporting the different types of it. This final chapter sum-
marises this research and briefly describes some possibilities for future work.
10.1 Research Summary
First we gave a definition of user interface migration underlying the features that a
good migration must support. Thus we introduced the different types of migration
depending on the quantity of transferred interface and interaction modality of the
devices involved. Thus we presented a general approach for building up a migration
service based on the analysis of higher level logical descriptions of the user interface
and proposed a solution for supporting each of the possible migration types. The
Migration service has been put under user test at two different development stages,
in order to evaluate the impact of migration on users and collect possible criticism.
The result and the contribution of those tests to the improvement of the service
were also presented in this thesis.
10.2 Future Research Directions
The Migration issue has raised a growing interest in the research community, es-
pecially in the field of pervasive environments where one important aspect is the
possibility for users to freely move about and interact with the potential services
present in the environment through a variety of interactive devices. A possible fu-
ture research direction involving the migration service, is the inclusion of service
and device discovery techniques that will help in making the migration service less
obtrusive. The user will have no more to ask for accessing the service and the en-
rolment of the device to the migration network will be automatically done. The
introduction of more natural interaction techniques is also possible and the user will
be able to migrate between two devices just putting them close to each other [BPS].
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AppendixA Implementation
The migration service has been implemented to work on the Apache Tomcat Web
Server, that is a web server that allow the use of the Java Servlet and JavaServer
Pages [Fou]. The migration service is made up of JavaServer Pages, Java Servlet,
sheer Java on server side and some JavaScript code has been used in client side
together with Java applets. In this appendix we give an overview of the different
software packages implementing the service.
A.1 Software Packages
The software implementing the migration service has been organised into seven main
packages depending on the type and the meaning of each class or page. Figure A.1
Figure A.1: Software packages
shows the main packages that make up the migration service and the description of
each of them follows.
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A.1.1 Client Software
JavaScript functions
The JavaScript functions are included in the .jsp pages containing the migration
client user interface. These functions are in charge of collecting the information that
describe the state of the migrating page by accessing its DOM. The information are
collected into an XML like string and submitted to the server together with the IP
of the target device for migration. The information is sent to the server through
the submission of an hidden HTML form. Figure A.2 shows an excerpt of the script
functions used to collect the state of the interaction objects in the migrating page.
Figure A.2: An excerpt of the script functions
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applets
It contains the applets and the related classes used for receiving the url of the
incoming pages and loading them into the browser. The package also contains the
applets necessary for the simulation of both user ID and environment change of the
client devices.
jsp
It contains the Java Server Pages used by the client to start the migration func-
tionalities on the server by activating the proper servlets. The main .jsp pages
are:
• MigrationServer.jsp opens the pages through which the migration sever can
be started. It also allows to insert simulated client devices and to check the
features of the devices that already accessed the service.
• aDesktop.jsp is the page to be loaded on the desktop client devices.
• migApp.jsp is contained in the visible frame of aDesktop.jsp and starts the
servlet that allows the server to retrieve information about the client platform.
After this operation a redirection to MigrationMAIN.jsp is performed.
• MigrationMAIN.jsp contains the commands for requesting migration and the
JavaScript functions for the retrieval of the runtime state of the migrating
page.
• inApplet.jsp is contained in the hidden frame of aDesktop.jsp, it contains the
applet that receives the incoming url and opens it in the browser, in case of
incoming migration.
• aPda.jsp is the page to be loaded on the PDA client devices. It differs from
the desktop version, in the number of the frames it contains. The sequence of
the servlet calls is the same than for the desktop version, the difference is that
there is a third frame in which the web applications are loaded, wherease the
desktop version load them in a new browser window.
Notice that for the activation of the proxy aided migration, instead of the migration
that make use of pre-compiled interfaces and logical descriptions, some of the initial
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servlets are different. Instead of aDesktop.jsp and aPda.jsp, the pages that must be
loaded are respectively: aDesktopREV.jsp and aPdaREV.jsp.
A.1.2 Server Software
servlets
It contains the servlets started by the Java Server Pages (.jsp) pages. The main
ones are:
• ServerStarter starts the migration server and all the related threads.
• ServerStopper closes the migration server and stops all other active migration
threads.
• InsertDevServlet inserts a new simulated client device in the migration service
device data base.
• ImportDevServlet inserts a list of new simulated devices in the migration
server, reading them from a specified text file.
• DelDevServlet removes a client device from the migration service.
• CollectUserData collects information about the client device platforms in the
non-proxy version
• CollectUserDataREV collects information on the client device platforms in the
proxy aided migration. The only difference is the page to which the redirect
is performed.
• MigrationApp is started by a migration request in the non-proxy version.
• MigrationAppREV is started by a migration request in the proxy-aided mi-
gration.
mig
It contains the Java classes called by the servlets. These classes implement the
functionalities of the migration server:
• management of the client devices that accessed the service,
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• identification of the target device and of its platform type,
• automatic selection of the target device in case of automatic migration,
• retrieval of the page to be loaded on the target device,
• adaptation of the runtime state to the target page,
• splitting of the page in case of partial migration.
reverse
It contains all the classes making up the reverse tool implemented during the work
undertaken for this thesis. The proxy-aided migration uses the classes that extracts
the CUI from the (X)HTML code of the migrating pages.
myUtils
It contains general utility classes used by the software contained in the other pack-
ages. For example it contains classes for printing and formatting XML files.
proxy redesign
It contains classes developed out of the work undertaken for this thesis. These
classes implement the proxy functionalities for locally saving the migrating pages
hosted by different servers and for redesigning the pages for different platform types.
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AppendixB The Logical Descriptions
The migration service make use of XML logical descriptions that define the user
interface of a web application at different levels of abstraction. This appendix shows
the DTD schema of such logical descriptions.
B.1 Concurrent Task Tree (CTT) DTD Schema
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1"?>
<!ELEMENT TaskModel (Task) >
<!ATTLIST TaskModel NameTaskModelID CDATA #REQUIRED >
<!ELEMENT Task (Name, Type, Description, Platform*, Precondition?,
TemporalOperator?, TimePerformance, Parent?,
SiblingLeft?, SiblingRight?, Object*, SubTask*) >
<!ATTLIST Task Identifier CDATA #REQUIRED >
<!ATTLIST Task Category (abstraction | user | interaction
| application) #REQUIRED >
<!ATTLIST Task Iterative (true | false) #REQUIRED >
<!ATTLIST Task Optional (true | false) #REQUIRED >
<!ATTLIST Task PartOfCooperation (true | false) #REQUIRED >
<!ATTLIST Task Frequency CDATA #REQUIRED >
<!ELEMENT Name (#PCDATA) >
<!ELEMENT Type (#PCDATA) >
<!ELEMENT Description (#PCDATA) >
<!ELEMENT Platform (#PCDATA) >
<!ELEMENT Precondition (#PCDATA) >
<!ELEMENT TemporalOperator EMPTY >
<!ATTLIST TemporalOperator name (SequentialEnabling | Disabling | Choice |
Interleaving | Synchronization | SuspendResume |
SequentialEnablingInfo) #IMPLIED >
<!ELEMENT TimePerformance (Max, Min, Average) >
<!ELEMENT Max (#PCDATA) >
<!ELEMENT Min (#PCDATA) >
<!ELEMENT Average (#PCDATA) >
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<!ELEMENT Parent EMPTY >
<!ATTLIST Parent name CDATA #REQUIRED >
<!ELEMENT SiblingLeft EMPTY >
<!ATTLIST SiblingLeft name CDATA #REQUIRED >
<!ELEMENT SiblingRight EMPTY >
<!ATTLIST SiblingRight name CDATA #REQUIRED >
<!ELEMENT Object (Platform*, InputAction, OutputAction) >
<!ATTLIST Object name CDATA #REQUIRED >
<!ATTLIST Object class (Text | Numerical | Object | Description |
Position | null) #REQUIRED >
<!ATTLIST Object type (Perceivable | Application | null) #REQUIRED >
<!ATTLIST Object access_mode (Access | Modification | null) #REQUIRED >
<!ATTLIST Object cardinality (Low | Medium | High | null) #REQUIRED >
<!ELEMENT InputAction EMPTY >
<!ATTLIST InputAction Description CDATA #REQUIRED >
<!ATTLIST InputAction From CDATA #REQUIRED >
<!ELEMENT OutputAction EMPTY >
<!ATTLIST OutputAction Description CDATA #REQUIRED >
<!ATTLIST OutputAction To CDATA #REQUIRED >
<!ELEMENT SubTask (Task*) >
B.2 Abstract User Interface (AUI) DTD Schema
<?xml version=’1.0’ encoding=’UTF-8’?>
<!ELEMENT interface (presentation+)>
<!ELEMENT presentation (connection*,
(interactor | interactor_composition))>
<!ATTLIST presentation
name ID #REQUIRED>
<!ELEMENT connection (conn_type)>
<!ATTLIST connection
presentation_name IDREF #REQUIRED>
<!ELEMENT conn_type (elementary_conn | complex_conn)>
<!ELEMENT elementary_conn EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST elementary_conn
interactor_id IDREF #REQUIRED>
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<!ELEMENT complex_conn (bool_operator, conn_type+)>
<!ELEMENT bool_operator EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST bool_operator
name (and | or) #REQUIRED >
<!ELEMENT interactor_composition (operator, first_expression+,
second_expression?)>
<!ELEMENT operator EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST operator
name (grouping | ordering | relation | hierarchy) #REQUIRED>
<!ELEMENT first_expression (interactor | interactor_composition)>
<!ELEMENT second_expression (interactor | interactor_composition)>
<!ELEMENT interactor (interaction | only_output)>
<!ATTLIST interactor
id ID #REQUIRED>
<!ELEMENT interaction (selection | edit | control)>
<!ATTLIST interaction
category CDATA #FIXED "interaction">
<!ELEMENT selection (single_choice | multiple_choice)>
<!ATTLIST selection
type CDATA #FIXED "selection">
<!ELEMENT single_choice (singlechoice_low_card |
singlechoice_medium_card | singlechoice_high_card )>
<!ATTLIST single_choice
type CDATA #FIXED "single choice" >
<!ELEMENT singlechoice_low_card EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST singlechoice_low_card
type CDATA #FIXED "low card">
<!ELEMENT singlechoice_medium_card EMPTY >
<!ATTLIST singlechoice_medium_card
type CDATA #FIXED "medium card">
<!ELEMENT singlechoice_high_card EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST singlechoice_high_card
type CDATA #FIXED "high card">
<!ELEMENT multiple_choice (multiplechoice_low_card |
multiplechoice_medium_card | multiplechoice_high_card )>
<!ATTLIST multiple_choice
type CDATA #FIXED "multiple choice">
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<!ELEMENT multiplechoice_low_card EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST multiplechoice_low_card
type CDATA #FIXED "low card">
<!ELEMENT multiplechoice_medium_card EMPTY >
<!ATTLIST multiplechoice_medium_card
type CDATA #FIXED "medium card">
<!ELEMENT multiplechoice_high_card EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST multiplechoice_high_card
type CDATA #FIXED "high card">
<!ELEMENT edit (text_edit | object_edit | numerical_edit |
position_edit)>
<!ATTLIST edit
type CDATA #FIXED "edit">
<!ELEMENT text_edit EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST text_edit
object CDATA #FIXED "alphanumeric">
<!ELEMENT object_edit EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST object_edit
object CDATA #FIXED "object">
<!ELEMENT numerical_edit EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST numerical_edit
object CDATA #FIXED "quantity">
<!ELEMENT position_edit EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST position_edit
object CDATA #FIXED "position">
<!ELEMENT control (navigator | activator)>
<!ATTLIST control
type CDATA #FIXED "control">
<!ELEMENT navigator EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST navigator
object CDATA #FIXED "navigator">
<!ELEMENT activator EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST activator
object CDATA #FIXED "activator">
<!ELEMENT only_output (text | object | description | feedback)>
<!ATTLIST only_output
category CDATA #FIXED "onlyoutput">
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<!ELEMENT text EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST text
object CDATA #FIXED "text">
<!ELEMENT object EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST object
object CDATA #FIXED "object">
<!ELEMENT description EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST description
object CDATA #FIXED "description">
<!ELEMENT feedback EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST feedback
object CDATA #FIXED "feedback">
B.3 Desktop Concrete User Interface (CUI) DTD
Schema
This CUI definition is meant for Desktop platform.
<?xml version=’1.0’ encoding=’ISO-8859-9’?>
<!-- ENTITIES DECLARATION - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -->
<!ENTITY % num_rows "2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 | 7 | 8 | 9 | 10">
<!ENTITY % length_value "8 | 9 | 10 | 11 | 12 |13 | 14 | 15 | 16 | 17 |
18 |19 | 20">
<!ENTITY % font_value "Arial | Courier | Times_New_Roman | Times">
<!ENTITY % font_size "10_pt | 12_pt | 14_pt | 18_pt | 24_pt | 36_pt">
<!ENTITY % font_align "Center | Left | Right">
<!ENTITY % bool_op "and | or">
<!ENTITY % cardinality_value "low_card | medium_card | high_card">
<!ENTITY % position "column | row">
<!ENTITY % element_selection_alignment "horizontal | vertical">
<!ENTITY % option "yes | no">
<!-- DATA DECLARATION - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -->
<!ELEMENT concrete_desktop_interface (default_settings, presentation+)>
<!ELEMENT default_settings (background, font_settings,
operators_settings, interactors_settings)>
<!ELEMENT background (background_color | background_image)>
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<!ELEMENT background_color EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST background_color
value CDATA #REQUIRED>
<!ELEMENT background_image EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST background_image
src CDATA #REQUIRED>
<!ELEMENT font_settings (font, color, size, align)>
<!ELEMENT font EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST font
font (%font_value;) #REQUIRED>
<!ELEMENT color EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST color
color CDATA #REQUIRED>
<!ELEMENT size EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST size
size (%font_size;) #REQUIRED>
<!ELEMENT align EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST align
align (%font_align;) #REQUIRED>
<!ELEMENT operators_settings (grouping, ordering, hierarchy, relation)>
<!ELEMENT interactors_settings (control, description,
text_edit, numerical_edit)>
<!ELEMENT presentation (presentation_properties, connection*,
(interactor | interactor_composition))>
<!ATTLIST presentation
name ID #REQUIRED>
<!ELEMENT presentation_properties (title, background, font_settings, top)>
<!ELEMENT title EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST title
value CDATA #REQUIRED>
<!ELEMENT top (input_text | image)>
<!ELEMENT input_text EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST input_text
value CDATA #REQUIRED>
<!ELEMENT image EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST image
alt CDATA #REQUIRED
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src CDATA #REQUIRED>
<!ELEMENT connection (conn_type)>
<!ATTLIST connection
presentation_name IDREF #REQUIRED>
<!ELEMENT conn_type (elementary_conn | complex_conn)>
<!ELEMENT elementary_conn EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST elementary_conn
interactor_id IDREF #REQUIRED>
<!ELEMENT complex_conn (bool_operator, conn_type+)>
<!ELEMENT bool_operator EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST bool_operator
name (%bool_op;) #REQUIRED >
<!ELEMENT interactor (interaction | only_output)>
<!ATTLIST interactor
id ID #REQUIRED>
<!ELEMENT interaction (selection | editing | control)>
<!ELEMENT selection (single | multiple)>
<!ELEMENT single (radio_button | list_box | drop_down_list)>
<!ATTLIST single
cardinality (%cardinality_value;) #REQUIRED>
<!ELEMENT radio_button (choice_element+)>
<!ATTLIST radio_button
label CDATA #REQUIRED
alignment (%element_selection_alignment;) #REQUIRED>
<!ELEMENT choice_element EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST choice_element
label CDATA #REQUIRED
value CDATA #REQUIRED>
<!ELEMENT list_box (choice_element+)>
<!ATTLIST list_box
label CDATA #REQUIRED
rows CDATA #REQUIRED>
<!ELEMENT drop_down_list (choice_element+)>
<!ATTLIST drop_down_list
label CDATA #REQUIRED>
<!ELEMENT multiple (check_box | list_box)>
<!ATTLIST multiple
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cardinality (%cardinality_value;) #REQUIRED>
<!ELEMENT check_box (choice_element+)>
<!ATTLIST check_box
label CDATA #REQUIRED>
<!ELEMENT editing (text_edit | object_edit |
numerical_edit | position_edit)>
<!ELEMENT text_edit (textfield | textarea)>
<!ELEMENT textfield EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST textfield
label CDATA #REQUIRED
length (%length_value;) #REQUIRED
password (%option;) #REQUIRED>
<!ELEMENT textarea EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST textarea
label CDATA #REQUIRED
length (%length_value;) #REQUIRED
rows (%num_rows;) #REQUIRED>
<!ELEMENT object_edit EMPTY>
<!ELEMENT numerical_edit (textfield)>
<!ELEMENT position_edit (image_map)>
<!ELEMENT image_map EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST image_map
label CDATA #REQUIRED
src CDATA #REQUIRED>
<!ELEMENT control (navigator | activator)>
<!ELEMENT navigator (text_link | image_link | button)>
<!ATTLIST navigator
target CDATA #IMPLIED>
<!ELEMENT text_link EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST text_link
label CDATA #REQUIRED>
<!ELEMENT image_link EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST image_link
src CDATA #REQUIRED>
<!ELEMENT button EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST button
label CDATA #REQUIRED>
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<!ELEMENT activator (reset_button | button_and_script)>
<!ELEMENT reset_button EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST reset_button
label CDATA #REQUIRED>
<!ELEMENT button_and_script EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST button_and_script
label CDATA #REQUIRED
script CDATA #REQUIRED>
<!ELEMENT only_output (textual | object | description | feedback)>
<!ELEMENT textual (text)>
<!ELEMENT text ((input_text | text_file), font_settings?)>
<!ELEMENT text_file EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST text_file
src CDATA #REQUIRED>
<!ELEMENT object (image)>
<!ELEMENT description (text?, image?)>
<!ELEMENT feedback EMPTY>
<!ELEMENT interactor_composition (operator, first_expression+,
second_expression?)>
<!ELEMENT operator (grouping | ordering | hierarchy | relation)>
<!ATTLIST operator
id ID #REQUIRED>
<!ELEMENT grouping (fieldset?, bullet?, background_color?, position)>
<!ELEMENT fieldset EMPTY>
<!ELEMENT bullet EMPTY>
<!ELEMENT position EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST position
value (%position;) #REQUIRED>
<!ELEMENT ordering ((ordered_list | bullet)?, position)>
<!ELEMENT ordered_list EMPTY>
<!ELEMENT hierarchy (bigger_font)>
<!ELEMENT bigger_font EMPTY>
<!ELEMENT relation (form)>
<!ELEMENT form EMPTY>
<!ELEMENT first_expression (interactor | interactor_composition)>
<!ELEMENT second_expression (interactor | interactor_composition)>
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B.4 Vocal Concrete User Interface (CUI) DTD
Schema
This CUI definition is meant for Vocal platform.
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<!ELEMENT concrete_uiVoice (file_aui, default_settings, presentation+)>
<!ELEMENT file_aui EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST file_aui
name CDATA #REQUIRED
>
<!ELEMENT default_settings (general_properties, operator_settings+)>
<!ELEMENT presentation (properties, connections*, aio_tree)>
<!ATTLIST presentation
name ID #REQUIRED
label CDATA #REQUIRED
>
<!ELEMENT general_properties (name_application, welcome_msg, def_commands,
synthesis_properties, recognition_properties, bargein)>
<!ELEMENT properties (synthesis_properties, recognition_properties,
bargein)>
<!ELEMENT name_application EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST name_application
value CDATA #REQUIRED
>
<!ELEMENT welcome_msg EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST welcome_msg
onlyOnce (true | false) #REQUIRED
msg CDATA #REQUIRED
type (short | normal | long | new) #REQUIRED
>
<!ELEMENT def_commands (exit, disable)>
<!ELEMENT disable EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST disable
active (true | false) #REQUIRED
cmd_dis CDATA #REQUIRED
cmd_activ CDATA #REQUIRED
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>
<!ELEMENT exit EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST exit
active (true | false) #REQUIRED
msg_to_exit CDATA #REQUIRED
>
<!ELEMENT synthesis_properties EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST synthesis_properties
pitch (-30 | -20 | -10 | 1 | 10 | 20 | 30) #REQUIRED
rate (-5 | -4 | -3 | -2 | -1 | 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5) #REQUIRED
volume (100 | 90 | 80 | 70 | 60) #REQUIRED
>
<!ELEMENT recognition_properties EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST recognition_properties
confidence CDATA #REQUIRED
sensitivity CDATA #REQUIRED
completetimeout CDATA #REQUIRED
incompletetimeout CDATA #REQUIRED
>
<!ELEMENT bargein EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST bargein
active (true | false) #REQUIRED
>
<!ELEMENT connections (conn_type)>
<!ATTLIST connections
presentation_name IDREF #REQUIRED
>
<!ELEMENT conn_type (elementary_conn | complex_conn)>
<!ELEMENT elementary_conn EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST elementary_conn
aio_id IDREF #REQUIRED
>
<!ELEMENT complex_conn (bool_operator, conn_type+)>
<!ELEMENT bool_operator EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST bool_operator
name (and | or) #REQUIRED
>
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<!ELEMENT aio_tree (elementary_node | complex_node)>
<!ELEMENT elementary_node (control | description | text_edit
| numerical_edit | text | object | position_edit | feedback
| single_select | multiple_select)>
<!ATTLIST elementary_node
id ID #REQUIRED
>
<!ELEMENT operator_settings (ordering | relation | hierarchy | grouping)>
<!ELEMENT ordering EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST ordering
type (Arrange_objects_in_alphabetical_order | Keywords) #REQUIRED
>
<!ELEMENT relation EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST relation
type CDATA #FIXED "Change_context"
>
<!ELEMENT hierarchy EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST hierarchy
type (Increase_Volume | Decrease_Volume) #REQUIRED
>
<!ELEMENT grouping EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST grouping
type (Insert_sound | Insert_pause | Change_volume | Keywords) #REQUIRED
value CDATA #IMPLIED
>
<!ELEMENT control EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST control
message CDATA #REQUIRED
cmd CDATA #REQUIRED
grammar CDATA #IMPLIED
>
<!ELEMENT description EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST description
use (yes | no) #REQUIRED
message CDATA #IMPLIED
>
<!ELEMENT text_edit EMPTY>
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<!ATTLIST text_edit
message CDATA #REQUIRED
feedback CDATA #REQUIRED
grammar CDATA #IMPLIED
>
<!ELEMENT numerical_edit EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST numerical_edit
message CDATA #REQUIRED
feedback CDATA #REQUIRED
grammar CDATA #IMPLIED
>
<!ELEMENT text EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST text
text_type (text | text_file | audio_file) #REQUIRED
message CDATA #REQUIRED
>
<!ELEMENT object EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST object
use (yes | no) #REQUIRED
message CDATA #IMPLIED
>
<!ELEMENT position_edit EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST position_edit
use (yes | no) #REQUIRED
message CDATA #IMPLIED
>
<!ELEMENT feedback EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST feedback
content_feedback CDATA #REQUIRED
>
<!ELEMENT single_select (choice_element+)>
<!ATTLIST single_select
message CDATA #REQUIRED
cardinality (low_card | medium_card | high_card) #REQUIRED
nomatch_event CDATA #IMPLIED
noinput_event CDATA #IMPLIED
help_event CDATA #IMPLIED
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type_end_list (Message | Sound) #REQUIRED
end_list CDATA #REQUIRED
feedback CDATA #IMPLIED
replay CDATA #IMPLIED
dtmf CDATA #IMPLIED
grammar CDATA #IMPLIED
>
<!ELEMENT choice_element EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST choice_element
value CDATA #REQUIRED
>
<!ELEMENT multiple_select (choice_element+)>
<!ATTLIST multiple_select
message CDATA #REQUIRED
cardinality (low_card | medium_card | high_card) #REQUIRED
end_input CDATA #REQUIRED
nomatch_event CDATA #IMPLIED
noinput_event CDATA #IMPLIED
help_event CDATA #IMPLIED
type_end_list (Message | Sound) #REQUIRED
end_list CDATA #REQUIRED
feedback CDATA #IMPLIED
replay CDATA #IMPLIED
dtmf CDATA #IMPLIED
grammar CDATA #IMPLIED
>
<!ELEMENT complex_node (operator_settings, (complex_node
| elementary_node)+)>
AppendixC Glossary
AUI: Abstract User Interface.
CUI: Concrete User Interface.
CTT: Concurrent Task Tree.
CTTE: Concurrent Task Tree Environment.
DOM: Short for Document Object Model, the specification for how objects in
a Web page (text, images, headers, links, etc.) are represented. The DOM
defines what attributes are associated with each object, and how the objects
and attributes can be manipulated. (http://www.webopedia.com)
DTMF: Short for Dual Tone Multiple Frequency. the system used by touch-tone
telephones. DTMF assigns a specific frequency (consisting of two separate
tones) to each key so that it can easily be identified by a microprocessor.
(http://www.webopedia.com)
DTD: Document Type Definition. A document defining the componed allowed in
an XML document.
FUI: Final User Interface.
HTML: HyperText Mark-Up Language.
IVR system: Interactive Voice Response system.
URL: Unified Resource Locator, herein used as web page address.
URL: acronym for User Interface.
WIMP: acronym describing the desktop user interface familiar to Windows and
Mac computer users, significant features of which are windows, icons, a mouse,
and pull-down menus. Other explanations of what the letters stand for include:
Window-Icon-Mouse-Pointer andWindow-Icon-Menu-Pointing device. This
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combination of computer-user interface ideas originated at Xerox’s Palo Alto
Research Laboratory.
WLAN: Wireless Local Area Network. Also referred to as LAWN. A type of
local-area network that uses high-frequency radio waves rather than wires to
communicate between nodes. (http://www.webopedia.com)
WYSIWYG: acronym for What You See Is What You Get.
DefA: AWYSIWYG application is one that enables you to see on the display
screen exactly what will appear when the document is printed. This dif-
fers, for example, from word processors that are incapable of displaying
different fonts and graphics on the display screen even though the for-
matting codes have been inserted into the file. WYSIWYG is especially
popular for desktop publishing.
(http://www.webopedia.com).
DefB: A WYSIWYG editor or program is one that allows a developer to see
what the end result will look like while the interface or document is being
created. A WYSIWYG editor can be contrasted with more traditional
editors that require the developer to enter descriptive codes (or markup)
and do not permit an immediate way to see the results of the markup.
(http://whatis.techtarget.com/).
XML: eXtensible Markup Language.
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